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CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION INSPECTION COMMITTEE REPORT
ON THE INSPECTION AND EVALUATION OF
MADISON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
Dates of Inspection:

February 28, 2017
March 1, 2017
March 2, 2017
March 6, 2017

Type of Inspection:

Unannounced

CIIC Staff Present:

Adam Jackson, Senior Analyst
Charlie Adams, Corrections Analyst II
Darin Furderer, Corrections Analyst II
Maggie Ogonek, Corrections Analyst I

Facility Staff Present:

Warden Rhonda Richard
CIIC spoke with many additional staff
throughout the course of the inspection.

Institution Overview
Madison Correctional Institution (MACI) is a medium/close security male prison, housing
Level 1 (minimum) and Level 2 (medium) security inmates on Zone B and Level 3 (close)
security inmates on Zone A. The institution also houses a small number of Level 4
inmates in a specialized housing unit. The facility opened in 1987 and is located on 125
acres in London, Ohio. In FY 2017, MACI was approved for a budget of $54,247,759.33.i
As of March 7, 2017, the institution housed 2,302 inmates.ii Demographically, 54.6
percent as white, 42.4 percent of the inmates are classified as black, and 3.0 percent as
another race. The average inmate age was 40.7 years.1iii As of February 2017, MACI
employed 531 total staff, of which 354 are security staff.iv
The institution scored 100 percent compliance on the most recent ACA audit2 for
mandatory standards,3 and 98.6 percent on non-mandatory standards.4,5v in its most

1

The youngest inmate was listed as 18.5 years of age and the oldest inmate was listed as 86.3 years of
age.
2 The OSC operations, CTA, OPI, all correctional institutions operated by DRC and all privately operated
institutions housing state inmates shall be audited by qualified professionals not affiliated with the facility or
system at least every three (3) years.
3 MACI was compliant on each of the 55 applicable mandatory standards.
4 MACI was compliant on 422 of 428 applicable non-mandatory standards.
5 The most recent audit by the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections was conducted on March 2325, 2015.
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recent full internal management audit,6 MACI was 100 percent compliant on mandatory
standards7 and 98.3 percent compliant on non-mandatory standards.8vi Of the Ohio
Standards, the facility was 91.6 percent compliant on the applicable standards.9vii

6

Each facility and/or division shall be scheduled for a full internal management audit each year. The full
internal management audit was conducted on February 14-15, 2017.
7 MACI was compliant in 58 of the 58 applicable mandatory standards.
8 Three of the non-mandatory standards were found in non-compliance.
9 MACI was compliant on 98 of 107 applicable Ohio Standards.
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I.

INSPECTION SUMMARY

SAFETY AND SECURITY: ACCEPTABLE10
INDICATORS
Violence Outcome
Measures

RATING
In Need of
Improvement

FINDINGS





Use of Force

Control of Illegal
Substances

Inmate Perception
of Safety

10

Inmate-on-inmate assaults increased by 35.7 percent and inmate-on-staff
assaults increased by four assaults in CY 2016. The rate of inmate
disciplinary convictions for assaults increased by 61.0 percent, was slightly
more than the comparator prisons, but less than the DRC average.
Fight disciplinary convictions increased 29.4 percent. The rate was more
than comparator prisons as well as the DRC average.
There were no homicides during the period evaluated
In CY 2016, MACI reported three disturbances.

Good




Total incidents doubled in CY 2016 compared to CY 2015.
A review indicated good procedural accountability and officer responses
appeared appropriate.

In Need of
Improvement



During CY 2016, 5.5 percent of the inmates tested positive for the presence
of an illegal substance, which was less in comparison to CY 2015.
However, the percent was more than comparator prisons as well as the
DRC average.

Good



85.9 percent of survey respondents reported they are safe or were neutral
regarding their safety. A few open-ended survey responses indicated
safety as a positive aspect of the institution.

CIIC ratings are based on a four point scale: Exceptional, Good, Acceptable, and In Need of Improvement. Ratings for the overall area are based
on the balance of the indicator ratings for that area. A rating of “Exceptional” for an indicator means that there is no room for improvement and,
generally, that the facility performs above other prisons. A rating of “Good” for an indicator means that the prison more than meets the standard,
but is not significantly better than other prisons or there is still room for improvement. A rating of “Acceptable” for an indicator means that the prison
just meets the standard or meets the standard with minor exceptions. A rating of “In Need of Improvement” for an indicator means that the prison
does not meet standards, is significantly different from other prisons in a negative manner, or that CIIC staff had serious concerns.
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Unit Security
Management

In Need of
Improvement



However, the institution had 45 inmates in restrictive housing for refusal to
lock and six who were under PC investigation or approved PC placement.



Officers were somewhat inconsistent in documenting rounds in the requisite
30 minute, staggered intervals.
Officers were inconsistent for the documentation of required shakedowns.
CIIC’s review of general population cells and dorms indicated no concerns.



Institutional
Security
Management

Good





Prison Rape
Elimination Act
(PREA)

Acceptable





Executive staff members are consistently making the required rounds in
housing units based on a review of employee sign-in logs, with a few
exceptions.
The majority of correctional officers believe they are adequately informed
of incidents between shifts.
There have been no escapes at the institution during the period evaluated.
The facility has not had a PREA audit since the 2015 CIIC Inspection. The
2017 Internal Management Audit found one Ohio PREA standard in noncompliance and noted an additional two observations to remedy.
PREA posters, with information for inmates on reporting of sexual assaults,
were posted in all housing units and a large majority of inmates indicated
they knew how to report sexual harassment or abuse.
Negatively, two PREA cases were substantiated, staff did not always
announce or utilize the notification system when a female was entering the
housing unit, and several inmate survey respondents indicated sexual
contact at the institution.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING: GOOD
INDICATORS
Unit Conditions

RATING
Good

FINDINGS


Overall dayrooms, cell/dorm conditions and shower facilities were rated
as good.
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Medical Services

Good





Mental Health
Services

Acceptable





Recovery Services

Acceptable





Food Services

Good






Cleaning materials in all units were observed to be stocked and
inventoried.
CIIC staff noticed that posted programming information throughout the
housing units was inconsistent. Specifically, information on how to use the
inmate grievance procedure.
Medical facilities were observed to be in good condition.
Staffing levels appear to be adequate to meet the medical needs of the
inmate population.
Inmate focus groups praised medical staff at MACI.
Staffing levels appear to be sufficient given the numbers of individuals on
the caseload.
The number of mental health programs offered is acceptable.
MACI opened a special mental health unit in November 2016. This housing
unit serves as an acute mental health unit for individuals who have
behavioral health needs.
The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean.
Staffing levels appear sufficient to provide adequate recovery service
programming.
MACI has a Therapeutic Community on Zone B.
The meals sampled by CIIC were rated as good.
MACI has an incentive program that allows inmate workers to earn $10 to
$20 more than their normal monthly wage.
In their most recent health inspection, MACI had zero violations. MACI was
93 percent, 98 percent, 99 percent, and 100 percent compliant in their most
recent evaluations by the DRC Food Service Contract Monitor.
Negatively, 82.3 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=367) indicated
that they were unsatisfied with the quality of the food served.
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Recreation

Acceptable





Physical facilities appeared clean and were observed in use during the day
of the inspection.
Inmates are offered an acceptable variety of activities.
Inmate survey respondents reported low satisfaction with access to
recreation.

FAIR TREATMENT: GOOD
INDICATORS
Staff/Inmate
Interactions

RATING
Good

FINDINGS






Inmate Grievance
Procedure

Good





Over half of inmate survey respondents reported that housing unit officers
are professional.
Inmate open-ended survey respondents relayed positive comments
regarding safety and security, programming, the cleanliness of the facility,
and that inmate movement is not as restrictive as in other facilities.
Inmate open-ended survey respondents relayed concerns regarding staff
professionalism, racism, lack of programming, OPI screening process for
workers, recreation being closed all the time, visitation, food service, and
medical care.
Over half of the inmate survey respondents reported that they had been
harassed or threatened by staff.
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported that their case
manager or unit manager was helpful.
The Inspector relayed that moving the location of the Inspector’s office
would provide more confidentiality for inmates to voice concerns.
The Inspector relayed that the most frequent complaint by the inmate
population is property followed staff interaction with inmates and
healthcare.
The Inspector relayed that there is currently one inmate on grievance
restriction.
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Inmate Discipline

Acceptable






Transitional
Programming Unit
(TPU)

Good







Negatively, for inmate survey respondents who reported that they had not
used the grievance procedure, the top reasons reported were “Grievance
procedure does not work,” closely followed by “Staff retaliation”, which is
concerning.
CIIC’s review of a random sample of informal complaint responses
indicated that staff are generally responsive to inmate concerns and
professional in their responses. There were a few responses noted that
were questionable for appropriateness and responsiveness of addressing
the inmates’ concerns.
The top three grievances filed were in reference to property, inmate/staff
concerns, and healthcare.
The RIB panel followed standard hearing procedures and the closed case
review indicated few issues.
The RIB panel’s review of relevant evidence was not able to be fully
evaluated during the hearings. Based on the review of closed cases, it
appears that the level of evidence could be improved.
Due process appeared to be afforded per DRC policy, with the exception
of two cases where witnesses were denied without justification.
Sanctions did not appear excessive in comparison to past and current DRC
restrictive housing practices.
MACI significantly decreased their TPU population since the 2015
inspection.
Overall, the conditions of the unit appeared to be clean and well maintained.
The cells also appeared to be clean and orderly.
There were no cell security issues, the review of randomly selected
segregation log sheets indicated that they are being fully completed, and a
review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are
doing an acceptable job conducting necessary rounds.
Staff relayed that uses of force and the serving of the “food loaf” disciplinary
meal rarely occur.
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Limited Privilege
Unit

Good






Overall, the conditions of the unit appeared to be clean and well maintained.
The cells also appeared to be clean and orderly.
There were no cell security issues.
Negatively, the overall shower conditions appeared to be in need of
improvement. The shower base appeared to have brown and black spots.

REHABILITATION AND REENTRY: GOOD
INDICATORS
Reentry Planning

RATING
Good

FINDINGS








Rehabilitative
Programming

Good



Staff reported the unit staff consists of: 5 unit managers, 10 case
managers, and 10 correctional counselors/sergeants. There are currently
one vacancy noted for a unit manager.
Case manager focus group relayed that teamwork and good working
relationships were some of the things they do well at MACI.
MACI currently has four reentry programs being facilitated by unit staff at
the time of this site visit.
Checking numbers of completion, enrollment and waiting list for reentry
programs is often difficult due to the lack of tracking mechanisms of this
information that would be valuable for program evaluations of the programs
identified as reentry programs.
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported that staff had talked
with them about what programs they needed to take while incarcerated.
Sixty reentry case plans were reviewed and there were fifteen of the
reviewed RPLANS noted some missing information to have a completed
RPLAN.
Case manager focus group relayed that some of the items that would help
to improve working conditions would be to provide more equipment for them
to do their jobs such as laptops and Wi-Fi, go back to split ranges to control
the violence, and improve the inmate Pass system.
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Family Engagement
and Community
Connections


Good





Academic
Programming

Good




Library Services

Good




Case manager focus group relayed that their biggest obstacle was having
extra things put on them which makes it difficult to have quality time to focus
on their caseloads.
The unit management chief relayed that they had just did a cross training
between the shift captains and the unit managers.
Over half of the offender survey respondents relayed that it is easy or
neutral to get in to unit programs.
MACI promotes offender communications with family, friends, and
community through family participation in events, program graduations,
mail, email, phones, and free envelopes.
A high number of MACI inmate survey respondents relayed that they have
had problems with the mail process.
A high number of survey respondents relayed having problems with the
phones. The top two noted reasons for having problems accessing the
telephones were: “not enough phones” and “phones are broken”.
MACI currently has eight community service projects.
MACI has approximately 296 active community volunteers. Areas of the
facility where community volunteers are utilized are religious services and
units.
MACI education department offers Pre-GED, GED, ABLE, Literacy, Special
Education, career technical education, career enhancement program, and
apprenticeship programs.
MACI education department consists of one principal, one assistant
principal, four academic teachers, four career technical teachers, one
guidance counselor and two intervention specialists. MACI education
department also has one vacancy for an ABE/GED teachers.
The library appeared clean and well maintained. The law library has a
seating capacity of 35 on the A side library and 25 on the B side library.
Staffing for the library includes one librarian and a librarian assistant.
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Vocational and
Work Skill
Development

Good








Ohio Penal
Industries

Good





The library on MACI A side has 3 Lexis Nexis, 3 word processors, and no
typewriters. There are 2 reentry computers in the reentry resource area.
The library on MACI B side also has 3 Lexis Nexis, 3 word processors, and
2 reentry computers, but also no typewriters.
There are ten offenders that currently work in the library, to include 2 law
clerks and no volunteers for both A and B side libraries.
MACI offers three vocational programs.
Both compounds, Zone A and Zone B, includes a horticultural program
available to offenders.
Staff reported that MACI currently offers eleven apprenticeship programs.
A low number of inmate survey respondents indicated it is easy or were
neutral to get into vocational training.
MACI currently does not offer any advanced job training course.
MACI has an OPI Modular Furniture shop that employs approximately 48
inmates.
MACI offers OPI shop called Modular Furniture shop that employs
approximately 48 inmates.
There are two staff supervisors for the OPI Multi Industries shop, A PWS
position and an Industrial Manager Position. There are no current
vacancies.
OPI offers earned credit to eligible inmates.

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY: ACCEPTABLE
INDICATORS
Fiscal Wellness

RATING
Acceptable

FINDINGS




In FY 2016, MACI used 99.1 percent of their budget.
In FY 2016, MACI decreased their total staff overtime costs by 37.5 percent.
In their most recent internal budget, MACI was compliant in nine of their ten
applicable standards (90 percent).
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Environmental
Sustainability

Good



Negatively, the external auditor found four inaccuracies during their
external audit.



MACI decreased their total utility costs by $8,850.88 (0.6 percent) in FY
2016.
In FY 2016, MACI increased their recycling revenue by 31.8 percent.
In CY 2016, 29 of 32 inmates (90.7 percent) successfully completed the
Roots of Success program.
MACI inmate re-claimers earn $19 to $24 per month.




Staff Management

Acceptable







Overall, officer interviews and survey responses were mixed and indicate
that officers have some concerns regarding their work environment.
Supervisor survey results were positive.
MACI supervisors completed 100 percent of their performance evaluations.
MACI training completion rates ranged from 97.2 percent to 100 percent.
MACI decreased their turnover ratio from 9.6 percent in FY 2015 to 6.2
percent in FY 2016.
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DRC RESPONSE
CIIC provided a draft of the inspection report to DRC for DRC staff’s review, comment, and response. The following action
plans were provided in response to the CIIC report.
ISSUES CITED BY CIIC AS IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT
Issue Problem noted by CIIC – Control of Illegal Substances (Rating – In Need of Improvement)
 During CY 2016, 5.5 percent of the inmates tested positive for the presence of an illegal substance, which
was less in comparison to CY 2015.
 The percentage of inmates who tested positive in CY 2016 at MACI was more than comparator prisons as
well as the DRC average.
 During CY 2016, the institution drug tested 100 inmates for programs and 299 for cause, which is less than
the DRC average.
 In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to prohibited substances, the top substances inmates
reported as available were tobacco (132), marijuana (129), alcohol/hooch (126), and Suboxone® (122).
(Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey results in the Appendix for more information.)
 Staff relayed they have implemented several security modifications to combat conveyance of contraband.
Tasks
Person Responsible
1. Increase random cell searches on first and second shifts from 2 per
1. Jerod Conley, Major
shift to 3 per shift
2. Continue staff searches on all shifts
2. Greg Harris, Investigator
3. Expand visiting reservations to a 5 day operation
3. Malcolm Heard, Deputy
4. Place cameras on back side of housing units to deter fence throws
Warden
5. Replace window screens with expanded metal to deter ‘fishing”
4. Charlie Morgan, Info Tech 2
contraband through windows.
5. Brian Dille, Maintenance
Supervisor
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Comments: MACI changed missions on Zone A to Level 3 on May 15, 2016 which had a significant impact
on the increase of drugs & contraband.




In March 2017, an STG sweep was conducted for new STG profiles
In April 2017, 8 SRT teams, 4 K9 units, STG teams, and OSHP conducted a security clear out.
Hand held search lights were placed in the Perimeter vehicles for expanded visual to deter
contraband being thrown onto state property.

From January 2017 through April 2017, MACI has been policy compliant with less than 2% drug test rate.
(1.9%, 1.7%, 1.8%, and 1.9% respectively by month)
.
Issue Problem noted by CIIC – Unit Security Management (Rating – In Need of Improvement)
Officer Rounds
 Officers were somewhat inconsistent in documenting rounds in the requisite 30 minute, staggered intervals.
Cell/Bunk Searches (Shakedowns)
 Housing unit officers are required to search inmates’ bunks/cells for contraband, including illegal drugs and
weapons. Officers were inconsistent for the documentation of required shakedowns.
Cell/Bunk Security Check
 During the inspection, CIIC staff check a random selection of cells in each unit for common cell security
issues such as obstruction of windows, material in locks and cuff ports, inappropriate pictures, clotheslines,
and graffiti. CIIC’s review of general population cells indicated no concerns.
 During the inspection, CIIC staff check bunk areas to identify if inmates are hanging items to block officers’
direct observation. There were no issues of inmates hanging items in bunk areas.
 The atmosphere in the housing units appeared calm.
Security Classification
 Unit staff are required to conduct reviews of inmates’ security classification as well as privilege level to
ensure proper institutional placement.
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Tasks
1. Memo to be read in roll call, policy reminder on documenting rounds
2. Memo to be read in roll call, policy reminder on documenting
shakedowns
3. Review logs during rounds to spot check compliance, coach as
needed

Person Responsible
1. Jerod Conley, Major
2. Jerod Conley, Major
3. Shift Supervisors, Major,
Deputy Warden, Exec Staff

Comments: Staff Safety & Security was taught through in-service, March
thru April 2017, emphasis on shakedowns, rounds, searches, movement,
etc.
II.
ADDITIONAL CIIC RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
(other than those previously addressed above in the sections rated as In Need of Improvement)
Issue Recommendations noted by CIIC - Safety and Security




Consider additional strategies to address drug/contraband conveyance.
Ensure that rounds and shakedowns are conducted per policy.
Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit.

Tasks
1. Additional strategies to address drug/contraband: motion detectors
on back side of housing units and recreation. Submitting CAM
project to get high mast lighting on Zone A (LED). Purchasing field
cameras to capture images. Putting monitor in control for 24 hour
surveillance.
2. Distribute memo reminding staff to conduct rounds and shakedowns
per policy. Monitor on rounds.
3. Memo to remind staff of PREA requirement for female staff and how
to utilize the PREA box in designated areas. To be read in roll call
and distributed institution wide through email. Monitor on rounds.
Comments:

Person Responsible
1. Administration

2. Deputy Warden Heard, Jerod
Conley, Major
3. Deputy Warden Heard, Jerod
Conley, Major
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Issue Recommendations noted by CIIC – Health and Well Being
 Develop strategies to increase mental health programming.
 Continue developing strategies to create structure in the SAU.
 Continue developing presence of recovery services at institution and participation of the inmates.
 Consider developing additional recreational activities.
 Ensure the food service dining hall tables are clean and clear in each zone.
Tasks
Person Responsible
1. Send clinical staff to required training to facilitate MH evidence
based programming (in progress).
1. Robert Welch, Deputy
2. Implement MH evidence based programming as facilitators become
Warden,
available.
2. Malcolm Heard, Deputy
3. Evaluate changes to daily operations in SAU to ensure
Warden
effectiveness.
3. Steve Brewer, MHA4
4. Implement structured program schedule into daily operation in SAU
5. Re-assign office space to serve the needs of the inmates & and
enhance staff safety.
6. Unit Manager to assess needs of the inmates & and expand unit
4. Rick Dailey, Unit Manager
programming opportunities
5. Diane Justice, Recovery
7. Recovery Service supervisor to assess needs of the inmates to
Services Supervisor
expand recovery services programming.
6. Jason Ferguson, Recreation.
8. Recreation supervisor to assess needs of the inmates to expand
Supervisor
recreational activity.
7. ADO, shift, executive staff,
9. ADO and supervisors will ensure dining areas are clean and clear
and department heads
on rounds.
(rounds)
Comments: A Lieutenant has been assigned fulltime to SAU to enhance
security in working with unit and mental health staff. Currently Anger
Management and Depression programs have begun using the new format.
Zone A/B outpatient programming includes: Grief and Loss, SAMI, Anger
Management, Stress Management, Social Skills and in SAU: Mindfulness
and Anger Management.
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Issue Recommendations noted by the CIIC – Fair Treatment
 Consider evaluating inmate concerns regarding their perception of the grievance procedure.
 Consider evaluating inmate concerns regarding staff/inmate interactions and develop strategies to address.
 Consider expanding the use of other evidence in RIB decisions, and ensuring that this is documented in the
RIB record.
 Ensure that justifications for denying witnesses is documented in the RIB record.
 Consider additional methods and materials to clean the LPH showers.
Tasks
Person Responsible
1. Analyze ICR & grievance data to identify target areas of concern.
1. Zach Gould, Inspector
2. Develop strategies to address target areas such as B2B to address
process and coaching for staff concerns. Conduct inmate surveys to
2. Malcolm Heard, DWO
target perception.
3. Prepare for RIB cases with availability of staff & offender presence.
3. Amy Richardson, RIB
Document the name of staff the offender has spoken to and record
Supervisor
refusal on case record.
4. Health & Safety to assess and advise availability of product to use
4. Randy LeMaster, Health &
on LPH showers.
Safety
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Issue Recommendations noted by the CIIC – Rehabilitation and Reentry
 Recommend increasing unit programming and reduce waiting list for inmates accessing programming.
 Recommend developing a tracking mechanism for reentry programming.
 Recommend review of the visitation process.
 Recommend developing a tracking mechanism for both reading room hours and getting a narrator for Zone
A.
 Recommend review of materials in the Reentry Resource Center to ensure that the most current information
is being provided to offenders.
 Recommend getting equipment in the APS program working to ensure enhancement of teaching initiatives.
 Consider additional Advance Job Training opportunities for offenders.
 Consider opening an additional OPI shop to increase inmate job opportunities.
Tasks
Person Responsible
1. Review current waiting lists for programming, assess resources
1. Virginia Workman, UMC
& schedules to expand opportunities and decrease waiting lists.
2. UMC to identify a system to track reentry programming.
2. Malcolm Heard, Deputy Warden
3. UMC to develop a system to track reading room hours. A
Narrator is currently assigned to Zone A reading room.
3. Doris Anyadoh, Assistant
4. UMC to review & update the Reentry Resource Center.
Principal
5. Revision of visit process to online reservations is in progress.
6. Assistant Principal to research availability of advance job
4. Darrell Hallam, OPI Supervisor
training opportunities with OCSS.
7. OPI shop is in progress for Zone A. Initial start- up will provide
25 offender jobs.
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Issue Recommendations noted by the CIIC – Fiscal Accountability
 Ensure all fiscal standards are met.
 Reduce property loss settlements and costs.
 Consider methods to address multiple concerns relayed in the officer survey results.
Tasks
1. Assess data for property loss. Revisit current pack up procedures
and adjust accordingly. Utilize B2B process.
2. Emphasize safety in all venues, Rounds, Meetings, Roll Call.
Executive staff teach in-service, quality rounds (talking with staff),
open communication, sharing information are all ways identified to
address officer concerns and have been implemented or on-going.

Person Responsible
1. Malcolm Heard, Deputy
Warden, Jerod Conley,
Major, Zach Gould, Inspector
(work together to identify
scope of problem)

2. Executive staff, Shift
Supervisors
Comments: Since CIIC visit, we have implemented split range dayroom recreation that has been well received
by officers. Security presence has been evident through clear outs, STG random checks/profiling.
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II.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide a safe and secure environment for all
inmates.
A. VIOLENCE OUTCOME MEASURES
CIIC’s evaluation of violence focuses on the number and rate of disciplinary convictions
for assaults, fights, the number of homicides, and disturbances at the institution during a
year in comparison to the previous year; the comparator prisons rate; and the DRC
average. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated violence outcome measures as IN
NEED OF IMPROVEMENT.
Assaults




During CY 2016, there were 57 reported inmate-on-inmate assaults.viii Total
inmate-on-inmate assaults increased by 35.7 percent in comparison to CY 2015.ix
The institution reported 19 inmate-on-staff assaults during CY 2016.x Total inmateon-staff assaults increased by four assaults in comparison to CY 2015.xi
The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults increased by 61.0 percent
during CY 2016 in comparison to CY 2015.11xii The rate of inmate disciplinary
convictions for assaults for CY 2016 at MACI was slightly more than comparator
prisons, but less than the DRC average.12xiii

Number of Assaults

Chart 1
Total Assaults
CY 2014 – CY 2016
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15
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57
19

The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2015 was 25.1 per 1,000 inmates. The rate
in CY 2016 was 40.4.
12 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2016 was 40.4 per 1,000 inmates. The rate
of the comparator prisons was 38.0 and the DRC average rate was 62.0.
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Fights



Fights13 are documented via RIB convictions for rule 19 (fight) violations. The
rate14 of rule 19 convictions for CY 2016 increased by 29.4 percent compared to
CY 2015.15xiv
The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2016 at MACI was more than comparator
prisons as well as the DRC average.16xv

The following provides a comparison of the rate of documented rule 19 violations per
1,000 inmates across the DRC.
Chart 2
Rule 19 Violation (Fights) Rates17
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Homicides


There were no homicides during the period evaluated (2015 to date).

Disturbances18


13

In CY 2016, MACI reported three disturbances.xvi The number of disturbances was
the same in comparison to CY 2015.xvii

The total number of RIB convictions for rule 19 violations does not correlate to a total number of fights.
For example, seven inmates might have been involved in one fight – all seven inmates would have been
found guilty by the RIB for a rule 19 violation and would therefore be included in the total number.
14 The rate was obtained by dividing the total number of rule 19 violations for the year by the average
monthly institutional population for that same time period.
15 In CY 2015, the facility reported 340 (133.5 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 convictions; during CY 2016, the
facility reported 368 (172.7 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 violations.
16 The rate for the comparator prisons was 122.2 per 1,000 inmates and the DRC average was 161.8.
17 Rate is per 1,000 inmates.
18 Disturbances are defined as any event caused by four or more inmates that disrupts the routine and
orderly operation of the prison.
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B. USE OF FORCE
CIIC’s evaluation of use of force focuses on the number of uses of force at the institution
as well as an evaluation of a random sample of completed use of force reports.19 Overall,
the CIIC inspection team rated use of force as GOOD.
Incident Caseload



During CY 2016, the facility reported 147 use of force incidents. Compared to CY
2015, in which 72 uses of force were reported, total uses of forces doubled due to
the transition from Level 2 inmates to Level 3 on Zone A.xviii
Prior to the transition to Level 3, the institution conducted specialized training with
officers from other Level 3 facilities.

Procedural Accountability







Video documentation was available for 19 of the 20 incidents reviewed.
Staff appropriately referred use of force incidents to a use of force committee for
investigation when necessary.
Officer statements reviewed were generally thorough and clearly stated directives
given prior to force.
The required documentation was completed and included in the packets.
The majority of inmates provided a use of force statement. Staff made second
attempts for inmates who initially refused and/or had a second staff member sign
the refusal.20
Inmates were generally seen by medical within an hour following the use of force
incident, with a few exceptions.

Application of Force




Officers’ responses to incidents appeared appropriate.
Documented injuries were consistent with the level of force used.
Open-ended survey responses did not indicate any concerns regarding use of
force.
C. CONTROL OF ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES

CIIC’s evaluation of control of illegal substances focuses on the percent of inmates who
tested positive of an illegal substance at the institution during a year in comparison to the
previous year, the comparator prisons rate, and the DRC average. Overall, the CIIC
inspection team rated control of illegal substances as IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT.

CIIC’s review of use of force includes a sample of 20 randomly selected use of force reports as well as
any available video.
20 Both are considered best practices.
19
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During CY 2016, 5.5 percent of the inmates tested positive for the presence of an
illegal substance,21,22xix which was less in comparison to CY 2015.23xx
The percentage of inmates who tested positive in CY 2016 at MACI was more than
comparator prisons as well as the DRC average.24xxi
During CY 2016, the institution drug tested 100 inmates for programs25,26 and 299
for cause,27,28 which is less than the DRC average.29
In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to prohibited substances, the top
substances inmates reported as available were tobacco (132), marijuana (129),
alcohol/hooch (126), and Suboxone® (122).30 (Please refer to the DRC Inmate
Survey results in the Appendix for more information.)
Staff relayed they have implemented several security modifications to combat
conveyance of contraband.31
D. INMATE PERCEPTION OF SAFETY

CIIC’s evaluation of inmate perception of safety focuses on three areas: survey
responses, focus group participants, and the number of refusal to lock for personal safety
reasons. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated inmate perception of safety as GOOD.




21

85.8 percent of survey respondents (n=358) reported they are safe or were neutral
regarding their safety. This is higher in comparison to the 2015 inspection.32
Several open-ended survey responses indicated safety as a positive aspect of the
facility. However, a few inmates also relayed concerns regarding gang activity.
The institution had 45 inmates in restrictive housing for refusal to lock on the day
of the inspection, and six inmates were under Protective Control (PC) investigation
or approved PC placement.

Each DRC institution conducts monthly urinalysis tests of a random sample of its population. The
urinalysis tests for the presence of a broad range of substances. The institution randomly tested 1,357
inmates of which 75 tested positive (eight tested positive for multiple substances).
22 44 tested positive for buprenorphine (Suboxone®), 30 inmates tested positive for THC (marijuana), seven
tested positive for methamphetamines, and two tested positive for benzodiazepine. Eight of the inmates
tested positive for multiple substances.
23 In CY 2015, 8.3 percent of inmates tested positive for the presence of an illegal substance.
24 The average percent of positive drug test results during CY 2016 for the comparator prisons was 4.6
percent. The DRC average was 4.3 percent.
25 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, program drug testing includes inmates who are tested as part of recovery
service treatment programs; inmates who leave the secure perimeter as part of a job responsibility; prior to
parole board hearings and after hearings for inmates approved for release; inmates under medication
treatment for Hepatitis C; or as indicated by the Managing Officer or designee.
26 Five inmates tested positive during program drug screenings in CY 2016.
27 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, for cause testing includes inmates who are tested when there is a reasonable
suspicion of drug use.
28 170 (56.9 percent) inmates tested positive during for cause drug screenings in CY 2016.
29 The average number of DRC inmates tested for programs and for cause in CY 2016 was 588.6.
30 83 inmates refused to answer and 117 inmates indicated that prohibited substances are not available.
31 Modifications include additional lighting and cameras as well as the field line/perimeter.
32 78.9 percent of survey respondents (n=522) reported they were very safe, safe, or neutral (in terms of
safety) during the 2015 inspection.
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E. UNIT SECURITY MANAGEMENT
CIIC’s evaluation of unit security management focuses on policy compliance for officer
rounds, documented shakedowns, cell/bunk security, and security classification/ privilege
level reviews. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated unit security management as IN
NEED OF IMPROVEMENT.
Officer Rounds


Officers were somewhat inconsistent in documenting rounds in the requisite 30
minute, staggered intervals.33

Cell/Bunk Searches (Shakedowns)


Housing unit officers are required to search inmates’ bunks/cells for contraband,
including illegal drugs and weapons.
Officers were inconsistent for the
documentation of required shakedowns.

Cell/Bunk Security Check





During the inspection, CIIC staff check a random selection of cells in each unit for
common cell security issues such as obstruction of windows, material in locks and
cuff ports, inappropriate pictures, clotheslines, and graffiti. CIIC’s review of general
population cells indicated no concerns.
During the inspection, CIIC staff check bunk areas to identify if inmates are
hanging items to block officers’ direct observation. There were no issues of
inmates hanging items in bunk areas.
The atmosphere in the housing units appeared calm.

Security Classification


Unit staff are required to conduct reviews of inmates’ security classification as well
as privilege level to ensure proper institutional placement.
F. INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of security management focuses on: executive staff rounds, critical
incident management, STG management, and escapes. Overall, the CIIC inspection
team rated institutional security management as GOOD.

33

Housing unit officers are required to conduct security check rounds at least every 30 minutes at staggered
intervals.
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Executive Staff Rounds


Executive staff members34 are making the required rounds in housing units based
on a review of employee sign-in logs.35

Violent Incident Management



The majority of correctional officers36 believe they are adequately informed of
incidents between shifts.xxii Further, most officers receive their information during
roll call.
Most officers relayed that if a violent and critical incident would occur, it would also
most likely occur in a Zone A housing unit because of the security level of the
inmates. Some staff also relayed that violent and critical incidents could also occur
in the chow hall and the recreation yard because of the number of inmates that
occupy that area.xxiii

STG Management





34

As of March 2017, there were 386 STG-affiliated inmates,37 which was 16.5
percent of the institutional population. The number of STG-affiliated inmates was
significantly more in comparison to the number in May 2016,38 which is due to the
transition from Level 2 inmates to Level 3 on Zone A.
The institutional percentage of STG-affiliated inmates was more than comparator
prisons and slightly less than the DRC average.39
The rate of rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) convictions 40 decreased in CY
2016.41xxiv
In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to the type of gang activity at the
institution, the majority of inmates indicated gang activity is not frequent at this

In reference to rounds, executive staff includes the Warden, the Deputy Wardens, the Inspector, and the
Unit Management Chief. Per DRC policy 50-PAM-02, “Each housing unit, including the Transitional
Program Unit (TPU), shall be visited by the managing officer or deputy warden weekly.” In addition, “The
unit management chief (UMC) shall visit all inmate living areas, at a minimum, on a bi-weekly basis,
including the Transitional Program Unit/s.” Visibility of leadership is important in the correctional
environment. It indicates they are aware of the conditions within their facility, and it also serves to boost
the morale of staff and inmates.
35 CIIC’s review of the employee sign-in logs generally covers the one month period prior to the date of the
inspection.
36 Results are based on individual interviews (n=15) and survey responses from Madison Correctional
Institution officers (n=88). The majority of the correctional officers survey responses (64.8 percent) indicate
that they are adequately informed when they come on shift.
37 330 were listed as passive, 36 were listed as active, and 20 were disruptive.
38 The institution had an STG population of 93 as of May 2016.
39 The percentage of STG-affiliated inmates for the comparator prisons was 10.9 and the DRC average
was 17.5.
40 RIB convictions for rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) violations do not capture total gang activity in an
institution, as gang activity likely occurs that is not captured by staff supervision and/or documented via a
conduct report and RIB conviction.
41 In CY 2015, the facility reported a rate of 4.3 (11) rule 17 violations. In CY 2016, the facility reported a
rate of 0.5 (one) rule 17 violations. The comparator prisons rate was 17.7 and the DRC average was 25.6.
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institution.42 Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey results in the Appendix for
more information.
A review of STG committee meetings for the past three months indicates meetings
are being held, and include staff who are required to attend. There were zero
overdue security threat group classification reviews without cause, which is
exceptional.

Escapes


There have been no escapes, but there was one attempted escape during the
period evaluated (2015 to date).
G. PRISON RAPE ELIMINATION ACT (PREA)

CIIC’s evaluation of the institution’s compliance with the Prison Rape Elimination Act
(PREA) focuses on a review of the most recent PREA audit report, education and
awareness of reporting, the number of reported sexual assaults, and inmate responses.
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated PREA compliance as ACCEPTABLE.
PREA Management





The facility has not had a PREA audit since the 2015 CIIC Inspection. The facility
met all standards in their 2015 PREA audit.43xxv
The 2017 Internal Management Audit found one Ohio PREA standard in noncompliance44 and noted an additional two observations to remedy.45
100 percent of staff enrolled in PREA training completed the mandated training.
Staff did not always announce or utilize the notification system when a female was
entering the housing unit.

Inmate Education and Awareness



42

PREA posters, with information for inmates on reporting of sexual assaults, were
posted in all housing units.
A large majority of inmates indicated they knew how to report sexual harassment
or abuse.46

77 inmates refused to answer and 156 indicated that gang activity is not frequent at this institution.
The audit was conducted March 26-27, 2015. The facility did not exceed any standards, but met 43
standards.
44 Four of the 12 cases reviewed were missing the mandated Sexual Abuse Review Team (SART) reviews.
45 One observation included updating the PREA signage in several areas. The other observation involved
installing partial coverings on officer windows looking into the dorm bathrooms and modifying shower
curtains.
46 89.3 percent (n=356).
43
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Investigations/Allegations


Staff reported 19 PREA cases in CY 2016, of which one was an allegation against
a staff member and 18 were allegations against another inmate. Of the 19 cases,
13 were unsubstantiated and four were unfounded.
Two PREA case was substantiated.
27 inmate survey respondents reported experiencing sexual harassment and
seven reported sexual abuse from a staff member at the facility.
30 inmate survey respondents reported experiencing sexual harassment and eight
reported sexual abuse from an inmate at the facility.





SAFETY AND SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS


Consider additional strategies to address drug/contraband conveyance.



Ensure that rounds and shakedowns are conducted per policy.



Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit.
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III.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide sanitary conditions and access to
adequate healthcare and wellness programming.
A. UNIT CONDITIONS
CIIC’s evaluation of unit conditions consists of direct observation of unit conditions.
Based on its observation, CIIC rated unit conditions as GOOD.
General Population












MACI is divided into two separate zones. Zone A consists of eight celled units
(Washington A-D and Adams A-D) and one dormitory style unit (Banneker A/B).
Zone B consists of nine dormitory style housing units (Jefferson A-D, Monroe A-D,
and Banneker C/D). MACI also has a Transitional Program Unit.47
All dayroom/common areas were rated good.48
Cell or dorm conditions were generally rated as good, with only one rated as
acceptable.
During this inspection, four phones were noted as inoperable, two washing
machines and two dryers were awaiting repair, two drinking fountains were
inoperable, all ice machines were operational, and all microwaves were
operational.
Most shower areas were rated as acceptable, with two rated as good, three rated
as in need of improvement and one noted as exceptional. Most toilet areas were
rated as good, with one rated as acceptable and one rated as exceptional. Most
noted concerns of the shower areas were chipped paint, black spots, grime, and
rust/water stains.49
Cleaning materials in all units were observed to be stocked and inventoried, but
noted as appearing to be diluted.
Most units did have available kites, informal complaints and healthcare request
forms in stock.
CIIC staff noticed that posted unit staff photos and inspector photos throughout the
housing units were inconsistent.
B. MEDICAL SERVICES

CIIC’s inspection of medical services was comprised of two inmate focus groups, a
conversation with the Health Care Administrator, and a tour of the medical facilities.

47

Transitional Program Unit (TPU) in accordance with DRC 78-REL-01 is a specialized housing unit
requiring close supervision of inmates that are placed in Restrictive Housing, Extended Restrictive Housing,
or may be placed in Limited Privilege Housing.
48 84.7 percent (n=366) of inmate survey respondents relayed that their housing unit is clean on most days.
49 Staff relayed they will begin a shower and plumbing renovation project spring of 2018.
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Based on observations and information provided by both staff and inmates the CIIC
inspection team rated medical services as GOOD.
Facilities




The medical facilities on both zones were observed to be in good condition.
The facility appears to have sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties.
The infirmary and crisis cells appeared to be in good condition.

Staffing






The facility appears to have sufficient coverage of medical staff to ensure inmates’
request for services are responded to in a timely manner.50
The facility has had consistency in their advanced level providers over the past
year.
Inmate focus groups on both zones relayed relatively positive feelings about the
different providers and staff. In particular, inmates praised the medical doctor on
Zone B for going above and beyond in educating them on their healthcare.
Additionally, inmate focus group participants felt that the majority of nurses are
“respectful.”
The institution had three vacancies at the time of the inspection.

Access to Medical Services51





50

Health Service Request forms were available in all housing units.
A formal kite log is kept and most all kites were documented as responded to within
or two days, which is good.
The majority of survey participants relayed that they see a nurse either the day
after filing a health service request slip or two days after filing a slip.52
Inmate survey participants reported high satisfaction with the quality of care
provided by the nurses, doctors and dentist.53

Staff relayed that total medical staff consists of two FTE medical doctors, 18 registered nurses, four
licensed practical nurses, one quality improvement coordinator, one healthcare administrator and one
assistant healthcare administrator. Additionally, MACI has contracted two part-time dentists, one part timed
dental assistant, two part time hygienist, one phlebotomists, two health information technicians, a part time
dietary technician and a part-time optometrist and podiatrist.
51 Access to medical services is evaluated based on several factors: (1) time period between inmate
submission of a health service request form and appointment with medical staff; (2) time period between
referral to the doctor and appointment with the doctor; (3) response times to kites and informal complaint
forms; and (4) current backlogs for Nurse Health Call, Doctor Health Call, and Chronic Care Clinic.
52 66.8 percent (n=322) of survey participants relayed that they are seen more than two days after filing a
Health service request form.
53 Of survey respondents at MACI, 80.8 percent (n=338) reported that they are very satisfied, satisfied, or
neutral with the quality of care provided by nurses; 72.3 percent (n=329) reported they are very satisfied,
satisfied or neutral with the care provided by the doctor; and 71.1 percent (n=256) reported that they are
very satisfied, satisfied or neutral with their dental care.
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Quality





A full internal management audit was conducted on February 14-15, 2017. The
auditors relayed one concern related to medical services.
Staff relayed that communication between the other departments is good.
Staff relayed that patient satisfaction meetings occur quarterly, which is in
compliance with DRC policy.
There were five inmate deaths in the time period reported to CIIC.54

Further information regarding medical services can be found in the inspection checklist in
the Appendix.
C. MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CIIC’s inspection of mental health services in a correctional facility focuses on cleanliness
of facilities, staffing, access to mental health staff, programming, and critical incident data
in addition to quality of services. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated mental health
services as ACCEPTABLE.
Caseload


There were 494 inmates on the mental health caseload, or 21.5 percent of the total
inmate population. Of the total, 225 inmates were classified as seriously mentally
ill (SMI).

Facilities




The mental health facilities were noted to be clean and in acceptable condition with
sufficient space for programming.
MACI opened a special mental health unit in November 2016. This housing unit
serves as an acute mental health unit for individuals who have behavioral health
needs.
There are seven crisis cells, three in the infirmary and four in the SAU. Overall, the
crisis cells were noted to be in acceptable condition with acceptable visibility.

Staffing


54

Staffing levels on the table of organization appear to be adequate to the number
of individuals on the caseload.55

The period of time evaluated by CIIC was from January 2015 to present.
Staffing for outpatient services consist of one full time APN-MH (who is shared with the SAU), one
psychologist, two registered nurses, one psychology assistant, three licensed social workers, two
independently licensed social workers, two health information technicians. Staffing for the SAU consists of
10 registered nurses, one licensed social worker, and one licensed professional counselor. Additionally,
MACI has a mental health administrator and an assistant mental health administrator.
55
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At the time of the inspection, there was three vacancies.

56

Access to Mental Health & Crisis Prevention



A moderately high percentage of survey respondents reported adequate access
to mental health services.57
The kite log was reviewed and responses were timely.

Programming



MACI offers an acceptable range of mental health programming for inmates. At the
time of the inspection, staff offered four groups.
MACI provides programming for individuals housed in the SAU. As this unit
recently opened, staff are still working to increase the amount of programming and
structure of this unit.

Critical Incidents


There was one completed suicide in the past two years.

Quality



A full internal management audit was conducted in February 14-15, 2017. The
auditors relayed one concern related to mental health services.
A moderately high percentage reported satisfaction with the quality of services and
programs.58

Further information regarding mental health services can be found in the inspection
checklist in the Appendix.
D. RECOVERY SERVICES
CIIC’s evaluation of recovery services in a correctional environment focuses on
cleanliness of facilities, staffing, participation and outreach of inmates, and access.
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated recovery services as ACCEPTBALE.
Facilities



56

The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean.
The facility appears to have sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties.

The vacancies included a psychologist position in addition to a psychiatrist.
Of survey respondents at MACI, 74.7 percent (n=182) feel that they have adequate access to mental
health services.
58 77.5 percent (n=200) of inmates reported that are very satisfied, satisfied, or neutral with the quality of
mental health services.
57
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MACI has a Therapeutic Community on Zone B.59

Staffing





Staffing levels appear sufficient to provide adequate recovery service
programming.60
There were no vacancies at the time of the inspection.
MACI was not using inmate graduates to facilitate any recovery service programs,
at the time of the inspection.
MACI has six community volunteers that facilitate AA/NA programming and are at
the facility weekly.

Participation and Outreach61



MACI reported 67 inmates are currently participating in recovery service
programming.62
An acceptable number of inmates participate in Alcoholics Anonymous and
Narcotics Anonymous.

Access





59

Survey participants reported relatively low satisfaction with access to recovery
services.63
97.9 percent of scheduled recovery service programming in the last 90 days were
held, which is good.64
Staff relayed interdisciplinary meetings occur quarterly, which is within policy.
MACI reported 232 inmates are currently on the waitlist for treatment
programming, which is comparable to institutions with similar populations.

The TC has approximately 120 beds.
Staff consists of seven counselors and one supervisor.
61 Each inmate is screened using an assessment tool for the need for addiction services, and is assigned
a number associated with a recovery services level. This number indicates the degree to which inmates
are in need of addiction services. Inmates are scored from zero to three; zero indicating no need of services,
to three indicating chronic need for addiction services. This number is determined through completion of a
need for services assessment that gives an overall score resulting in the assignment to one of the recovery
services levels. Inmates who score either two or three are most in need of treatment; thus, they should be
prioritized for programming.
62 Formal programming offered at MACI consists of the Treatment Readiness Program (TRP), the Intensive
Outpatient Program (IOP), and Recovery Maintenance Programming (RMP), Continuing Care.
63 54.8 percent of survey participants (n=250) reported that they have adequate access to recovery services
programming.
64 279 of the scheduled 285 groups were held.
60
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E. FOOD SERVICES
CIIC’s inspection of food services included eating the inmate meal, and observation of
the dining hall, food preparation area, and the loading dock on each zone. CIIC also
interviews the Food Service Manager. Overall, food service was rated as GOOD.
Meal



CIIC sampled two inmate lunch meals.65 Each of the meals was rated as good
based on the tasteful quality of the main entrée and side items. Also, the portion
sizes were sufficient.
Negatively, 82.3 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=367) indicated that they
were unsatisfied with the quality of the food served. The responses were more
negative than the responses that CIIC received during the 2015 inspection. 66 The
most common reason for inmate dissatisfaction with the food was the quality of the
meals.xxvi Inmate survey respondents also stated that their primary concern is the
institution running out of food.xxvii

Dining Hall



The dining hall tables and floor in Zone A had small amounts of debris and food
particles where inmates had recently ate their meals. However, the dining hall
tables and floor in Zone B were clean.
The serving line in each zone was clear of food particles. Inmate servers
maintained a clean area as they prepared the trays for the inmates.

Kitchen and Food Preparation Area



The kitchen and food prep area in Zone A was clear of any food particles and
debris. Inmate food service workers were cleaning the Zone B kitchen and food
prep area during the inspection.
According to staff, there were no inoperable appliances on either zone.

Inmate Work Programs


65

MACI has an incentive program that allows inmates to earn an incentive that is
$10, $15, and $20 above their normal monthly wage of $18 to $24.67xxviii Each zone
has 90 inmates working in the food service operations.

The inmate meals were sampled on March 1 and 2, 2017. The March 1 meal consisted of a hamburger,
BBA pinto beans, coleslaw, applesauce, and white bread. The March 2 meal consisted of beef stroganoff,
rotini, green beans, oatmeal peanut butter cookie, and white bread.
66 During the 2015 inspection, 69.6 percent of MACI inmates interviewed were not satisfied with the food.
67 Inmate monthly wage includes their normal state pay of $18 to $24 per month.
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On the day of the inspection, there were 12 Zone A inmates enrolled in their IN-2WORK program.68xxix In Zone B, 10 inmates had recently completed the program
and were scheduled to take their ServSafe certification exam in March 2017.xxx
According to staff, MACI has had approximately 20 inmates graduate from the IN2-WORK program in the last 18 months.xxxi

Food Service Contract Staff




The food service contract staff consisted of 16 employees including one director,
three assistant directors, and 12 contract workers. The average length of service
at the facility is approximately nine months to two years. 69xxxii
According to staff, turnover is not an issue.70
The contract staff relayed that they do not have an issue regarding serving
delays.xxxiii

Food Service Management and Oversight






A review of the employee sign-in log found that the administrative staff had made
recent visits to the food service operations in each zone.xxxiv
In their most recent health inspection, MACI had zero violations in each zone.xxxv
MACI received high compliance scores from the DRC Contract Monitor in their
recent evaluations. MACI was 93 percent and 98 percent respectively in their two
most recent evaluations for Zone A.xxxvi In their two most recent evaluations of the
Zone B, MACI was 100 percent and 99 percent compliant respectively.
A review of the food service kite log71 found that most inmate kites were requests
to work in food service.

Loading Dock



The loading dock was clean and clear of debris.
Staff relayed that they may have an occasional mice issue during the winter
season. xxxvii However, the exterminator makes weekly visits and there have been
no recent vermin concerns.

More information regarding CIIC’s inspection of food services can be found in the
checklists in the Appendix.
68

IN-2-WORK is provided by Aramark and includes both a classroom component and an on-the-job training.
The curriculum is tailored to the special needs of inmates including classroom instruction and “on-the-job”
training (where appropriate) for offenders to deepen their learning.
69 The director has been at the MACI for three and half years as a director. The Food Service Director also
worked at MACI when the food service operations was run by the state.
70 According to the contract staff, some contract workers have left after fining higher pay jobs or other
opportunities.
71 Per DRC Policy 50-PAM-02 (“Inmate Communication/Weekly Rounds”), the inmate kite system is a
means of two-way communication between all levels of staff and inmates. All kites are required to be
answered within seven calendar days and logged on the Kite Log.
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F. RECREATION
Engagement in recreational activities promotes positive physical and mental health.
CIIC’s evaluation of recreational facilities is based on three factors: facilities, activities,
and access. Overall, recreation was rated as ACCEPTBALE.
Facilities



Physical facilities72 on each zone appeared clean and were observed in use during
each day of the inspection.
A few weight machines were not operable but otherwise the facilities had little to
no maintenance concerns.

Activities





Inmates are offered an acceptable variety of activities for recreation, including a
few organized intramural sports and tournaments.
The recreation department has a music program and allows in cell arts and crafts.
The recreation department has approximately 10 inmate recreation assistants who
help in the recreation department.
Movies are made accessible and are rotated on a weekly basis.

Access



72

Inmate survey respondents reported low satisfaction with access to recreation.73
Staff reported that recreation and the yard run on a schedule and only closes when
officers are pulled from the post for other institutional needs. Individuals on Zone
B have open recreation while individuals on Zone A have limited movement and
are only able to recreate at certain times.

Indoor recreation facilities on Zone A consist of one full and two half basketball courts, music rooms,
cardio room, fitness room, and activity room. Zone B consists of equipment room for sports equipment, half
basketball court, music equipment, bleachers and two music rooms. Outdoor facilities on Zone A include a
water fountain, quarter mile track, softball field, horseshoe pits, handball court, and volleyball court. Zone
B consists of handball court, volleyball court, bleachers, horseshoe pit, picnic tables, track and softball field.
73 CIIC’s survey of MACI inmates (n=366) found that 55.2 percent of respondents were satisfied, or neutral
regarding their access to recreation.
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING RECOMMENDATIONS


Develop strategies to increase mental health programming.



Continue developing strategies to create structure in the SAU.



Continue developing presence of recovery services at institution and
participation of the inmates.



Consider developing additional recreational activities.



Ensure the food service dining hall tables are clean and clear in each zone.
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IV.

FAIR TREATMENT

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide fair and professional treatment of
inmates.
A. STAFF/INMATE INTERACTIONS
CIIC’s evaluation of staff/inmate interactions is based on its survey of inmates, inmate
focus groups, and analysis of grievance data. Overall, CIIC rates staff/inmate interactions
as GOOD.







Over half of inmate survey respondents reported that housing unit officers are
professional, as well as over half reported housing unit officers to be helpful.74
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported that they had been abused
by staff at MACI.75
Inmate open-ended survey responses relayed positive comments about nonrestrictive movement, low violence, clean environment, programs, and outside
yard.
A high number of inmate survey respondents reported knowing how to report
sexual harassment or abuse.76
Over half of inmate survey respondents reported that they had been harassed or
threatened by staff,77 with the most common reasons involving insulting remarks
and multiple shakedowns.
Unfortunately over half percentage of inmate survey respondents reported that
their Case Manager and Unit Manager were not helpful.78
B. INMATE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (IGP)

CIIC’s evaluation of the inmate grievance procedure79 includes a review of a random
sample of informal complaints and grievances, inmate survey responses, and data
analysis. Overall, CIIC rates the inmate grievance procedure as GOOD.
Access


74

Many inmate survey responses indicated that they normally have access to
informal complaints.80

67.4 percent (n=359) of inmate survey respondents reported that housing unit officers to be professional
and 64.3 percent (n=356) of inmate survey respondents reported housing unit officers to be helpful.
75 22.6 percent (n=358) survey respondents relayed that they had been abused by staff at MACI.
76 89.3 percent (n=356) survey respondents relayed knowing how to report sexual harassment or abuse.
77 58.8 percent (n=359) survey respondents relayed they had been harassed or threatened by staff.
78 56.2 percent (n=322) inmate survey respondents reported their case manager was not helpful and 54.5
percent (n=290) reported the unit manager not to be helpful.
79 Pursuant to Section 103.73 of the Ohio Revised Code, the CIIC is required to evaluate the inmate
grievance procedure at each state correctional institution. The inmate grievance procedure is a three-step
process by which inmates can document and report concerns to multiple levels of DRC staff.
80 89.4 percent (n=357) of inmate respondents reported normally having access to informal complaints.
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Housing unit visitor logs reviewed and the Inspector’s report log showed the
inspector is conducting rounds in the housing units and conducting regular open
office hours four days a week. The Inspector also relayed that rounds have been
conducted in areas such as the food service, medical, Transitional Program Unit
(TPU), dorms, and Limited Privilege Housing (LPH).
The Inspector relayed that orientation is conducted with new staff and inmates to
educate on the grievance procedure.
The Inspector relayed that there is currently one inmate on grievance restriction.
The inspector relayed that the most frequent complaint by the inmate population
is property followed staff interaction with inmates and healthcare.
Just under half of the inmate survey respondents reported that they know who the
inspector was.81
A low percentage of inmate survey respondents reported that they felt prevented
from using the grievance procedure at some point.82
The Inspector relayed that moving the location of the Inspector’s office would
provide more confidentiality for inmates to voice concerns.
Negatively, for inmate survey respondents who reported that they had not used
the grievance procedure, the top reasons reported were “Grievance procedure
does not work,” closely followed by “Staff retaliation”, which is concerning.

Informal Complaints






Of the total informal complaints for CY 2016, only 5.9 percent of the responses
received were outside of the seven day timeframe mandated by DRC
administrative rule, which is good in comparison to the 12 percent average
allowed.
CIIC’s review of a random sample of informal complaint responses indicated that
staff are generally responsive to inmate concerns and professional in their
responses. There were a few responses noted that were questionable for
appropriateness and responsiveness of addressing the inmates’ concerns.
Negatively, a low percentage of inmate survey respondents reported feeling that
informal complaints are dealt with fairly at the institution.83

Grievances




81

In CY 2016, there were a total of 286 grievances filed.
The top three grievances filed were in reference to property, inmate/staff concerns,
and healthcare.
CIIC’s review of a random sample of grievance dispositions indicated that the
Inspector at MACI does a thorough job in interviewing all relevant staff, reviewing

46.3 percent (n=363) of survey respondents reported not knowing who the inspector was.
42.1 percent (n=354) inmate survey respondents reported they felt that staff would not let them use the
grievance procedure at MACI.
83 13.0 percent (n=247) of inmate survey respondents relayed they felt that informal complaints were dealt
with fairly at the institution.
82
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relevant evidence, and providing a thorough response to inmates, to include
providing the relevant policy in the response.
The Inspector relayed that there were seventeen grievances extended in CY
2016.84
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported they felt that grievances were
handled fairly at the institution.85

Oversight and Accountability



The Inspector relayed that steps to ensure informal complaints are responded to
in a timely manner by staff includes sending out notices to staff prior to the due
date for the response and by tracking and monitoring the complaint process.
The Inspector relayed that there is an opportunity afforded to discuss issues/trends
related to the grievance procedure and inmate complaints during executive staff
meetings, operations meetings, and department head meetings.
C. INMATE DISCIPLINE

CIIC’s evaluation of inmate discipline86 includes observation of Rules Infraction Board
(RIB) hearings and a review of a random sample of closed RIB cases. Overall, CIIC rates
inmate discipline as ACCEPTABLE.
Caseload



84

From July 2016 through December 2016, MACI reported 576 cases that were
referred to RIB.87
Staff relayed the most frequent rule violation referred to RIB were rules 19 (fighting)
and 39 (intoxicating substance).

AR5120-9-31 states that the inspector of institutional services may extend the time in which to respond,
to a grievance, for good cause with notice to the inmate.
85 11.3 percent of survey respondents (n=238) reported that they felt the grievances were not handled fairly
at MACI.
86 Inmates charged with a rule infraction are given a conduct report (also known as a ticket). All conduct
reports are first heard by a hearing officer; if the offense is a minor offense, the hearing officer may dispose
of it. More serious offenses may be referred to the RIB (Rules Infraction Board – A panel of two correctional
staff who have the authority to determine guilt and issue penalties for violations of the inmate rules of
conduct for offenses that would not otherwise qualify for placement in Extended Restrictive Housing) or the
SMP (Serious Misconduct Panel – A panel of two correctional staff who are authorized to conduct all
misconduct hearings for offenses that would qualify for placement in Extended Restrictive Housing. The
SMP makes decisions on culpability and makes recommendations for appropriate housing assignments
based upon the results of the hearing. The panel must consist of two individuals who are not employed in
the same prison where the behavior leading to the recommendation for ERH placement occurred.
87 This includes only cases that were handled at the RIB level and that were not appealed.
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Procedures





The RIB panel followed standard hearing procedures.88
The RIB panel’s review of relevant evidence89 was not able to be fully evaluated
during the hearings. Staff relayed that they review pictures and camera footage if
it is available. Based on the review of closed cases, it appears that the level of
evidence could be improved.
CIIC’s review of closed cases90 found few issues, which indicates that the oversight
of RIB from the Warden’s level is good.

Due Process






No cases reviewed were heard outside the requisite seven days without cause.
In the closed case review, five inmates were on the mental health caseload and
were appropriately screened by mental health staff prior to the RIB hearing.
The inmate rights form was completed for all cases.91
Requested witnesses were denied for two cases without a documented
justification.
Confidential information was not used in any of the reviewed cases. Staff relayed
it is rare, but offered

Sanctions



The RIB panel indicated that they have common sanctions for certain rule
violations. Other determinations are based on the inmate’s RIB history and a
progressive disciplinary scale.
Sanctions did not appear excessive in comparison to past and current DRC
restrictive housing practices. The majority of the inmates received time served or
placement in the limited privilege housing unit. In addition, the institution seeks to
provide treatment for rule 39 (intoxicating substances) violations only referring
them to RIB after multiple violations.
D. TRANSITIONAL PROGRAMMING UNIT (TPU)

CIIC’s evaluation of the transitional placement unit (TPU) and the limited privilege housing
unit (LPH) consists of an observation of the unit and evaluation of the population. CIIC
rates the TPU as GOOD.
88

Appropriate procedures includes checking to ensure that the inmate had received a copy of the conduct
report, checked the inmate rights form, read the conduct report, offered the opportunity for an inmate to
give his testimony, had the inmate leave for deliberation, reviewed evidence and discussed the case with
the other panel member, informed the inmate of the decision, and offered the opportunity to appeal.
89 Relevant evidence generally includes reviewing camera footage, use of force packets, drug tests,
contraband control slips, etc.
90 CIIC reviewed 15 closed RIB cases.
91 The inmate rights form asks whether the inmate waives the 24 hour notice, the presence of the charging
official at the hearing, and the presence of any witnesses. The form also asks the staff completing the form
whether he or she believes that the inmate needs staff assistance.
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TPU Population








Staff provided a segregation tracking mechanism (segregation roster) that
provides a good amount of information.92
According to the TPU roster, there were 27 total inmates in restrictive housing,
representing a significant decrease in the population since the 2015
inspection.93xxxviii
Two of the segregation inmates were housed in the in the Adams A unit which
serves as an extension of the TPU.
Nine inmates (33.3 percent) had been on the TPU more than one month.94 The
longest serving inmate had been on the unit since October 17, 2016, or 131 days.
The inmate was in the TPU under investigation.95
According to TPU roster, MACI has five two-man cells.xxxix
Of the TPU population, 59.3 percent were classified as white, 37.0 percent were
classified as black, and 3.7 percent were classified as being of another race. This
was in line with the institutional demographics.96xl
According to the segregation roster, seven inmates were on the Mental Health
caseload or 25.9 percent of the segregation population. This is similar to the
institutional mental health population.97

Conditions








92

MACI’s segregation population is housed on a single unit with two separate pods.
Each cell has its own sink, toilet, and shower.
Overall, the conditions of the unit appeared to be clean and well maintained. The
cells also appeared to be clean and orderly.
Cleaning chemicals were stored in a locked cabinet in the control room.
The crisis cells appeared clean and in good condition.
Staff relayed that there were two toilets, two showers, and one sink that were in
need of repair.98
Inmates did not relay any food-related concerns in the segregation unit.
Recreation consisted of one outdoor recreation area which consisted of a pullup/chin-up bar. There were also an indoor recreation area (room), which also
consisted of the standard sit-up/dip equipment.xli

The roster tracks inmates by disciplinary status, rule violation, the date that the inmate came into the
segregation unit, mental health status, and STG status. All of this is important information for ensuring the
orderly management the population.
93 During the 2015 inspection, MACI had 46 inmates in segregation.
94 Includes inspections made by CIIC since January 2015.
95 The refuse-to-lock (RTL) term is in reference to inmates who refuse to stay in their assigned unit or cell.
In many cases, the inmate is concerned for their own safety if they stay in their assigned unit.
96 As of March 7, 2017, 54.6 percent of the total inmate population were classified as white, 42.4 percent
as black, and 3.0 percent were classified as of another race.
97 21.5 percent of the inmate population was on the mental health caseload.
98 Maintenance concerns reported by staff included hot water being unavailable in the showers and a leaky
sink.
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Staff Accountability





There were no cell security issues.99 There was one cell that contained an
inappropriate picture. An officer noticed the picture and notified the other officers
on the unit. CIIC did not observe any visible graffiti.
The review of randomly selected segregation log sheets indicated that they are
being fully completed.
A review of the shakedown log indicated that shakedowns are being completed
and documented.
A review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are doing
an acceptable job conducting necessary rounds.

Critical Incidents




The most recent use of force occurred one week before the inspection. According
to staff, force was used to prevent an inmate from a suicide attempt. xlii However,
staff relayed that uses of force rarely occurs on the segregation unit.
Staff relayed that inmates also rarely flood the range. The most recent incident
regarding the flooding of the range occurred more than two months before the
inspection.
Staff also relayed that the use of a disciplinary meal (“food loaf”) rarely occurs. The
most recent incident involving food loaf occurred on February 6, 2017.100

Programming/Activities






Mental Health staff conducts weekly rounds and evaluations of inmates. The
evaluations are conducted in a separate room that is located on the unit.xliii
Telephone access is available to inmates who have been approved by the Rules
Infraction Board. Inmates can make their request to the unit staff.
According to the employee sign-in log, the medical staff are a consistent presence
on the unit and conducts rounds every shift.
Staff reported that inmates had access to a bookcase for reading material.
Educational staff logged weekly rounds to the segregation unit in the past 30 days.
The Chaplain documented weekly rounds through the unit.
E. LIMITED PRIVILEDGE HOUSING (LPH)

The evaluation of the limited privilege housing unit (LPH) consists of an observation of
the unit and evaluation of the population. CIIC rates the LPH as GOOD.

99

Cell security issues would include inmates attempting to block cell windows or cell door windows, STG
related graffiti, attempting to jam the locks or place material in the cuff-ports, or excessive clotheslines or
towels on the floor.
100 The meal was served after an inmate threw a cup of unknown liquid substance at an officer.
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Population





The limited privilege housing unit is located in Adams B.
According to the LPH roster, there were 102 total inmates in restrictive housing.xliv
Of the LPH population, 69 inmates were being held in lieu being moved to the TPU,
and 18 inmates were in the LPH for drug related offenses. Additionally, 45 inmates
were in the LPH for refusing to lock.101
Of the LPH population, 56.9 percent were classified as white, 40.2 percent were
classified as black, and 2.9 percent were classified as being of another race. This
was in line with the institutional demographics.102xlv

Conditions









MACI’s LPH population is housed on in a two-tier, double-bunked celled unit. Each
cell has its own sink and toilet.
The unit includes a dayroom area in the middle of the unit with tables and chairs.
Each dorm unit consists of two bunk areas that are joined by a dayroom with tables,
chairs, and game tables.
Overall, the conditions of the unit appeared to be clean and well maintained. An
inmate porter was moping the dayroom floor during the inspection.
The cells also appeared to be clean and orderly.
There were no maintenance concerns regarding the showers, sinks, and toilets.
However, the drinking fountain was inoperable.
Cleaning chemicals were stored in a locked cabinet in the control room.
The overall shower conditions appeared to be in need of improvement. The shower
base appeared to have brown and black spots. Additionally, CIIC observed soap
scum and water stains on the shower walls and curtain.

Staff Accountability




101

There were no cell security issues.
A review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are doing
an acceptable job conducting necessary rounds.
More information can be found in the Appendix.

The refuse-to-lock (RTL) term is in reference to inmates who refuse to stay in their assigned unit or cell.
In many cases, the inmate is concerned for their own safety if they stay in their assigned unit.
102 As of March 7, 2017, 54.6 percent of the total inmate population were classified as white, 42.4 percent
as black, and 3.0 percent were classified as of another race.
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FAIR TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS


Consider evaluating inmate concerns regarding their perception of the
grievance procedure.



Consider evaluating inmate concerns regarding staff/inmate interactions and
develop strategies to address.



Consider expanding the use of other evidence in RIB decisions, and ensuring
that this is documented in the RIB record.



Ensure that justifications for denying witnesses is documented in the RIB
record.



Consider additional methods and materials to clean the LPH showers.
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V.

REHABILITATION AND REENTRY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide access to quality programming and
purposeful activities that will ultimately aid reentry.
A. REENTRY PLANNING
CIIC’s evaluation of reentry planning103 includes interviews of staff,104 focus groups of
inmates,105 a document review of Offender Transitional Release Plans 106, and inmate
survey responses. Overall, CIIC rates the reentry provisions as GOOD.
Staff Accountability










103

Staff reported the unit staff consists of: 5 unit managers, 10 case managers, and
10 correctional counselors/sergeants. There is currently one vacancy noted for a
unit manager.
The unit management chief relayed that they had just did a cross training between
the shift captains and the unit managers.
The unit management chief relayed that case managers are expected to facilitate
two reentry approved programs a year, in addition to facilitating other purposeful
activities for the offender population.
The reentry coordinator relayed that resources needed to provide better reentry
assistance to inmates would be more program space and WI-FI capabilities.
Case manager focus group relayed that teamwork and good working relationships
were some of the things they do well at MACI.
Upon asking the case manager focus group about feeling adequately supported
by their supervisors, they reported that supervisors need to follow the rules.
The reentry coordinator stated that an improvement to the DOTS and ORAS
system needs to be done.
Case manager focus group relayed that their biggest obstacle was having extra
things put on them which makes it difficult to have quality time to focus on their
caseloads.
Case manager focus group relayed that some of the items that would help to
improve working conditions would be to provide more equipment for them to do

Reentry planning requires pervasive attention to individualized details from the first day of incarceration
through the post-release period. Effective reentry planning is crucial for a successful reintegration into
society. The inspection considers the amount and types of offender access to unit programs and purposeful
activities, inmate contact with local community representatives, and staff accountability related to reentry
processes and unit life.
104 CIIC inspection process includes interviews of the Reentry Coordinator (RC), the Unit Management
Chief (UMC), and available Case Managers (CM).
105 CIIC conducts focus groups of offenders who are within approximately 30 days of their release date.
106 An offender transitional release plan is a checklist identifying an offender has housing, transportation,
community linkage, an ID card and other resources necessary for preparing the offender to be released
back in to the community.
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their jobs such as laptops and WI-FI, go back to split ranges to control the violence,
and improve the inmate Pass system.
Offender focus group participants relayed that it is very difficult to access
programming at MACI and felt there needs to be programming for all inmates no
matter of their status, security level, or release date.
Madison focus group offenders to be released within the next thirty days reported
that they spend most of their day watching television, working out, or listening to
radio. They reported there are no programs available.
Sixty reentry case plans were reviewed and there were fifteen of the reviewed
RPLANS noted some missing information to have a completed RPLAN.
Checking numbers of completion, enrollment and waiting list for reentry programs
is often difficult due to the lack of tracking mechanisms of this information that
would be valuable for program evaluations of the programs identified as reentry
programs.

Reentry Resources






107

The institution recently had an inmate job fair in October 2016 with a number of
coalition partners in attendance.107
Staff relayed that additional resources such as training, program space, newer
computers, projectors and televisions were needed for reentry programming, as
well as tablets to conduct work during rounds would assist in the effectiveness of
job duties for offender reentry preparation.
MACI offenders in the 30-days-to-release focus groups relayed that programming
needs to be available for all offenders especially reentry programming. 108
Less than half offender survey respondents relayed they knew where to find
reentry information.109 In addition, an average percentage of offender survey
respondents reported knowing how to find housing, jobs, state ID, food, continuing
health care, recovery services, education and county agency information upon
release.110

Some of the attendees for the Madison Correctional job fair were Adult parole authority, Alvis House,
Care source, Central Ohio Citizens Circle, Central Ohio Fair Housing Association, Clark County OIC,
Coleman Professional Services, Columbus Urban League, Columbus Regional APA, Columbus State
Community College, Education Opportunity Center, Legal Aid Society of Columbus, L.O.O.P., MACI Red
Cross, MACI NAACP, Montgomery County Office of Ex-offender Reentry, Ohio Benefit Bank, Ohio BMV,
Ohio Commission on Fatherhood, Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Ohio Ohioans with
Disabilities, Sinclair Community College, State Office of Child Support, Talbert House, United Healthcare,
Urban Light Ministries, and Vincentian Ohio Action Network.
108 The historical mandatory DRC 30-day Pre-Release Program has been described by offenders and staff
as an effective forum for concentrated learning and information-gathering that is seen as very helpful, for
offenders to have all reentry details completed and a strong foundation for going home.
109 42.2 percent (n=360) offender survey respondents reported knowing where to find reentry information.
110 43.8 percent (n=338) offender survey respondents reported knowing how to obtain housing, 49.3 percent
(n=339) reported knowing how to obtain a job, 59.3 percent (n=344) survey respondents reported knowing
how to obtain a state ID, 52.6 percent (n=340) survey respondents reported knowing how to obtain food,
45.9 percent survey respondents (n=344) reported knowing how to obtain continuing health care, 43.4
percent (n=309) survey respondents reported knowing how to obtain recovery services, 48.9 percent
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B. REHABILITATIVE PROGRAMMING
CIIC’s evaluation of rehabilitative programming is based on a review of unit-based
program enrollment and completion, on-site observations, and review of additional
purposeful activities. Overall, CIIC rates rehabilitative programming as GOOD.
Unit-Based Programs








MACI currently has four reentry programs being facilitated by unit staff at the time
of this site visit.111
Over half of the offender survey respondents relayed that it is easy or neutral to
get in to unit programs.112
Offender open ended survey responses reported that programming at MACI was
one of the positives of MACI.
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported that staff had talked with
them about what programs they needed to take while incarcerated. 113
MACI waitlist numbers for reentry programs are high:
Program

Waitlist total

Program

Waitlist total

Thinking for a
Change

170

Inside Out Dads

40

Money Smart

62

Victim
Awareness

127

MACI program current enrollment numbers for reentry programs:
Program

Number Enrolled

Program

Number Enrolled

Thinking for a
Change

73

Inside Out Dads

6

Money Smart

19

Victim Awareness

12

(n=315) reported knowing how to obtain education, and 42.2 percent (n=334) reported knowing how to
obtain county agency information.
111 Reentry Approved Programs offered at MACI are: Thinking for a Change, Inside Out Dads, Money
Smart, and Victim Awareness.
112 58.2 percent (n=323) offender survey respondents reported it being easy or were neutral about being
able to access unit programs.
113 34.4 percent (n=360) offender survey respondents reported that staff had talked with them about what
programs they needed to take while incarceration in accordance with their reentry plan.
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Additional Purposeful Activities





MACI has multiple inmate facilitated programs and meaningful activities114
MACI offers an acceptable number of inmate groups.115
MACI offers various recreational programming such as cross-fit, arts and crafts,
and music group in addition to other recreational activities.
MACI offers various religious programming.116

On-Site Observation



CIIC staff observed a reentry program, “Thinking for a Change”, being facilitated
by volunteers. Offenders were engaged in the program and interactive
communication was utilized by the facilitators.
For group participation, a more strategic room design should be reviewed for all
inmate participation and communication. The program was being held in the
dayroom and other inmates were in the area, as well as the television being on.
C.

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

CIIC’s evaluation of family engagement and community connections consists of review of
family-oriented activities, survey results, and data review. Overall, CIIC rates family
engagement and community connections as GOOD.
Family Connections



114

MACI promotes offender communications with family, friends, and community
through family participation in events, program graduations, mail, email, phones,
and free envelopes.
A high number of MACI inmate survey respondents relayed that they have had
problems with the mail process.117

Inmate facilitated programs and meaningful activities include: Release preparation, managing money,
financial planning, basic living skills, vocational program, education programming, family reunification
programs, stress management, sex offender programming, houses of healing, young men’s violence,
alcoholic anonymous, narcotic anonymous, nurturing fathers for life, star program, conflict resolution,
streamlining the adolescent, and Dad and I holiday program.
115 Inmate groups offered, but not limited to: Jaycees, NAACP, Red Cross, Gavel Club, and UVA (United
Veterans Association).
116 Religious programming includes: Protestant Services, Catholic Services, Jewish Services, Islamic
Services, Native American Services, Freedom Bible Colleges, Mental Technology, Piano lessons, TYRO
Dads, Ralph Smith Bible Study, 17 principles of Success, Chaplain Carl Adams Bible Study, Jehovah
Witness Bible Study, Wiseman and Woman bible study, Key to your End, John Keding bible study, Kay
Robinson bible study, Sidney Apostolic worship services, Kairos, Epiphany, Prayers Warriors, and Gideon
Bible Study.
117 81.1 percent (n=365) of MACI offender survey respondents reported having problems with mail.
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A high number of survey respondents relayed having problems with the phones.118
The top two noted reasons for having problems accessing the telephones were:
“not enough phones” and “phones are broken”.
A low number of offender survey respondents reported having problems with
visitation.119 The top noted reason for having problems with visitation was:
“Visitation room officers are unprofessional”.
The offender reading room in the visitation area is currently reporting hours to the
education department for tracking on the education monthly report in accordance
with DRC 76-VIS-04 on Zone B, but not on Zone A of the visiting room.
MACI currently has eight community service projects.120
MACI reported 149,193 community service hours for 2016 and 250,000 community
service hours for 2015.
MACI has approximately 296 active community volunteers.121 Areas of the facility
where community volunteers are utilized are religious services and units.
D. ACADEMIC PROGRAMMING

CIIC’s evaluation of the quality of academic programming in a correctional institution
focuses on data analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one program,
and inmate survey responses. CIIC rates academic programming as GOOD.







118

MACI education department offers Pre-GED, GED, ABLE, Literacy, Special
Education, career technical education, and apprenticeship programs.
MACI education department consists of one principal, one assistant principal, four
academic teachers, four career technical teachers, one guidance counselor and
two intervention specialists. MACI education department also has one vacancy for
an ABE/GED teacher.
FY 2015, The rate of academic enrollment for MACI was less than the DRC
comparator rate and less than the DRC average rate:
Year

MACI Academic
Enrollment

Comparator
Prisons

DRC
Average

FY 2015

291.5

342.4

381.6

For FY 2015, MACI waitlist was lower than the DRC comparator rate and lower
than the DRC average rate:

75.3 percent (n=365) of MACI inmate survey respondents reported having problems with phones.
37.1 percent (n=361) of MACI inmate survey respondents reported having problems with visitation.
120 Community service projects include: Gospel Tabernacle, Help House, Mercy McAuley Center, ODOT,
A Friend’s House, Humane Society, Crayons 2 Computers, and Madison Plains High.
121 Active community volunteers are defined as volunteers who enter the facility more than three times per
year.
119
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Year

MACI Waitlist

Comparator
Prisons

DRC
Average

FY 2015

54.9

25.6

29.5



A low number of inmate survey respondents relayed that it is easy or were neutral
about being able to get into academic programming.122
The rate of GEDs attained by MACI inmates compared to GED test given and
population size for FY 2015 is higher than the comparator prison rate and the DRC
average:



Year

MACI
GED’s
Earned

FY 2015









122

39

MACI
GED’S
Given

MACI Rate of Comparator
GED’s
Earned Prison
per Population

175

1.5

0.8

DRC
Average
0.8

The average ratio of student to teacher is 20 to 1.
MACI education department February 2017 report shows that MACI has 27 tutors
trained.
MACI has one staff person designated to overseeing the offender tutoring program
and the tutor training consists of a three day training course of pre-test, sensitivity
training, and video discussions resulting in tutor certification.
MACI education department reported that the rate of Certificates earned to
academic enrollment for FY 2015 is slightly lower than the comparator prison as
well as the DRC average:
Year

MACI Certificates
Earned

Comparator
Prisons

DRC
Average

FY 2015

6.7

8.2

8.1

The MACI principal shared that her staff and their hard work and dedication are
what she is particularly proud of in terms of the education department.
Reading room hours for the children’s reading room in visiting are not being
reported on the Educational Monthly Report per policy123for Madison Zone A
visiting room, but are for Madison Zone B.
One of the biggest challenges noted by staff was the yard movement. Because of
the limited yard movement, it is difficult to get students to the classroom on time,
the teachers have to wait to get the students in the seats to teach.

Only 34.5 percent of survey respondents (n=316) relayed it was easy or were neutral about the ease to
get into academic programming.
123 DRC 76-VIS-04 states that reading room coordinators shall submit a monthly report to the Ohio Central
School System Literacy Coordinator using the Education Monthly Report Form (DRC2311).
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On-Site Observation






CIIC staff observed two educational program with student participants, as well as
a tutor training course in progress:
APS (Associate Professional Service Class) observed was positive and
interactive. Students were studying, working together, on their projects, and were
working on their power-point presentations. The class was being managed by the
instructor and the instructor did show me the curriculum for the course which
provided a lesson plan and objectives of the class. The smartboard in the
classroom was available but had not been connected for utilization in the class.
Horticultural Training class was observed. The class were engaged and provided
great feedback as to what they were learning and how it would impact their futures
and the future of the economy.
Tutor Training Course was observed and the inmates were very organized and
engaged in the course. They were testing to become certified tutors. The inmates
provided feedback that they enjoyed the tutor training and were proud to be getting
their certification.
E. LIBRARY SERVICES

CIIC’s evaluation of literacy development in a correctional institution focuses on data
analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one program, and inmate
survey responses. CIIC rates overall library services as GOOD.
Library Facilities
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Each compound, Zone A and Zone B has an Education building which includes a
library/law library.
The library appeared clean and well maintained. The law library has a seating
capacity of 35 on the A side library and 25 on the B side library.
Staffing for the library includes one librarian and a librarian assistant.
The library on MACI A side has 3 Lexis Nexis, 3 word processors, and no
typewriters. There are 2 reentry computers in the reentry resource area. The
library on MACI B side also has 3 Lexis Nexus, 3 word processors, and 2 reentry
computers, but also no typewriters.
There are ten offenders that currently work in the library, to include 2 law clerks
and no volunteers for both A and B side libraries.
Staff reported that sources utilized to access new library materials include: Books
A Million, U.S Law Books, Impact Reentry, and the inter-loan library program.124
The library has audiovisuals including: compact discs and digital video discs.
The library did reflect secondary educational and ethnic section materials.
Staff relayed that the most frequent uses of the library by the offenders are the law
library, the periodicals, and the inter-loan library program.

All DRC libraries participate in interlibrary loan services with public libraries to supplement the interlibrary
loan provisions per DRC 78-REL-05.
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The library advisory meeting was held on January 24, 2017 and included staff, as
well as four library workers.
Items of concern noted at the library advisory meeting were: There was a wait time
on bids for resources; the status of the reentry computers and the need for another
computer in the law library; and the need for more reentry resource materials in
the reentry resource center.
MACI library has a Reentry Resource Center that provides two computers and
resource reentry materials in accordance with policy.125
MACI ceiling on the A side library, above the area of the librarian had water leaks
and also had a cable coming out of the ceiling where the water was leaking from.
Staff reported that this has been worked on numerous times.
Staff reported that the librarian’s office on the A side had recently been moved to
improve the visibility of the staff and safety but the desk was moved out on the
floor and there was very little visibility of the staff. In addition, the office space was
not being utilized for anything but a storage area for wasted space.

Library Access






125

The number of population visits for FY 2015 was 5,406 with 3,262 hours of usage.
There are currently two libraries established, one for Zone A Madison and one for
Zone B Madison.
Both library schedules reflect two evening library sessions and weekend hours
which is in compliance with departmental policy.126
The librarian reported that rounds are conducted on a weekly basis to the TPU
(transitional program unit) and the LPH (limited privilege housing unit), which is in
compliance with DRC 57-EDU-02.127
For FY 2015, the rate of library materials per capita at MACI were higher than the
DRC comparator rate and the DRC average:
Year

MACI Rate
per Capita

Comparator
Prisons

DRC
Average

FY 2015

9.5

7.9

8.2

DRC 78-REL-05 states that the Reentry Resource Center in each institution shall contain the following
mandatory information for offender access: Reentry Resource Guide, information available to apply for birth
certificate, social security cards, military discharge papers, Veteran’s administration materials, voter’s rights
information, other verified “service” information for reentry preparation, and driver’s license information.
126 DRC 58-LIB-01 states that library services shall be available to the inmate population daily to include
evenings and weekends, which includes all satellite library locations.
127 DRC 57-EDU-02 states to ensure the accessibility of education staff and continuity of services, a library
staff member shall visit each special population housing unit at least weekly with the area’s logbook signed
for accountability.
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Library Special Programs


MACI staff relayed that special programs are offered on the B side such as Book
Club and Magic Cards, but no special programs are offered on A side.
F. VOCATIONAL AND WORK SKILL DEVELOPMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of the quality of vocational and work skill development and programming
focuses on data analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one program,
and inmate survey responses. CIIC rates overall vocational and work skill development
programming as GOOD.



MACI offers three vocational programs.128
Both compounds, Zone A and Zone B, includes a horticultural program available
to offenders.

Apprenticeship Programming







128

Staff reported that MACI currently offers 11 apprenticeship programs.129
The February 2017 Education report showed a current enrollment of 56 offenders
in apprenticeship programs which is a decrease from FY2015.130
The rate of career tech certificates earned to enrollment was slightly higher than
the comparator prison rate and the same as the DRC average for FY 2015:
Year

Rate of MACI
Certificates Earned

Comparator
Prisons

DRC
Average

FY 2015

5.2

5.0

5.2

A low number of inmate survey respondents indicated it is easy or were neutral to
get into vocational training.131
MACI currently does not offer any advanced job training course.

Vocational programs offered at MACI are: drafting, horticultural, and APS (Assistant Professional
Service).
129 MACI apprenticeship programs include: Maintenance repair, animal trainer, janitorial, electrical,
carpenter, quality control technician, quality control instructor, material coordinator, upholster, furniture
finisher, and drafter.
130 MACI reported 145 offenders enrolled in apprenticeship programs for FY 2015.
131 28.2 percent of survey respondents (n=312) relayed it was easy or were neutral to get into vocational
training.
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G. OHIO PENAL INDUSTRIES132
CIIC’s evaluation of OPI includes an interview with the Shop Manager and a review of
financial and employment data. The OPI shop is rated as GOOD.











132

MACI offers OPI shop called Modular Furniture shop that employs approximately
48 inmates.
There are two staff supervisors for the OPI Multi Industries shop, A PWS position
and an Industrial Manager Position. There are no current vacancies.
MACI OPI does have offender workers enrolled in approved apprenticeship
programming.
OPI hiring practice is to post a notice of the job opportunity in the housing units,
have the offender submit a job application, ensure the offender has a GED and
interview the offender for the job. Job Skills required: analytical, problem solver,
follow instructions, some knowledge of the job, and able to work with others.
OPI supervisors do facilitate post-release work opportunities through Ohio Penal
Industries by hiring ex-offenders out of Operation Support Center and provide
references for inmates seeking job opportunities.
OPI offers earned credit to eligible inmates133
CIIC staff did review OPI training files for offender workers and was not able to
read or even see all the staff signatures on the inmate orientation & training
acknowledgement form, as well as review of the OPI Inmate Orientation and
Training Manual.
The OPI Shop Supervisor relayed that to be more profitable, OPI could look at
opening another OPI shop and review Cost/Profits.

Penal industries are found within state and federal correctional institutions across the United States as
opportunities for inmates to acquire job-relate skills that will give them meaningful activity, increase their
marketability for employment at release, and provide a product or service that may be used or needed by
the prison system, other state agencies or governmental entities, or by firms within the private sector.
133 DRC 80-INC-02 states it is the policy of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction to award
earned credit for productive prison participation to eligible inmates.
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REHABILITATION AND REENTRY RECOMMENDATIONS


Recommend increasing unit programming and reduce waiting list for inmates
accessing programming.



Recommend developing a tracking mechanism for reentry programming.



Recommend review of the visitation process.



Recommend developing a tracking mechanism for both reading room hours and
getting a narrator for Zone A.



Recommend review of materials in the Reentry Resource Center to ensure that
the most current information is being provided to offenders.



Recommend getting equipment in the APS program working to ensure
enhancement of teaching initiatives.



Consider additional Advance Job Training opportunities for offenders.



Consider opening an additional OPI shop to increase inmate job opportunities.
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VI.

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will responsibly utilize taxpayer funds and
implement cost savings initiatives where possible.
A. FISCAL WELLNESS
CIIC’s evaluation of fiscal wellness includes a document review of the institution budget
status report, fiscal audits and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost
saving initiatives, both those required by policy and those independently developed by
staff. CIIC rates fiscal wellness as ACCEPTABLE.
Budget Overview




According to their FY 2016 budget overview, MACI used 99.1 percent of their
allocated budget.134xlvi Institutional payroll accounted for 62.5 percent of their
expenses, followed by medical payroll (5.1 percent), and medical supplies (5.1
percent).xlvii
The FY 2017 MACI allocated budget increased by nearly 13.6 percent from their
FY 2016 allocated budget.135

Fiscal Audits



In their most recent internal audit, MACI was compliant in nine of their ten
applicable mandatory standards for an overall score of 90.0 percent.136xlviii
In their most recent external fiscal audit, the External Auditor found four
inaccuracies related to the commissary account, the inmate trust fund, the petty
cash fund, and the employee housing and cafeteria fund.137xlix

Overtime Management


134

In FY 2016, MACI paid $449,317.92 in total staff overtime costs, which was a 37.5
percent decrease from FY 2015.138l

Based on the MACI Budget Overview, MACI spent $47,333,070.26 of their allocated budget
($47,756,353.78).
135 The FY 2016 allocated budget for MACI was $47,756,353.78 compared to $54,247,759.33 for FY 2017.
136 MACI was not compliant regarding Ohio Fiscal Standard 13-05 (Telecommunications).
137 The most recent fiscal audit was conducted June 29, 2015 through July 15, 2015. All funds were
reviewed from July 1, 2013 through May 31, 2015. According to the findings of the audit, MACI delayed
paying five of the 30 commissary disbursement vouchers within the 30-day period; the auditor found an
outstanding check during their review in August 2016; the auditor found two external debt accounts for
released inmates that were not cleared from the computer system; and five of the employee activity
disbursement vouchers did not have the DRC 1162 “Request to Purchase for Release of Funds” attached.
Audit was conducted October 1, 2014 through August 31, 2016. The audit report has not been finalized as
of March 14, 2017.
138 In FY 2015, MACI paid $719,261.05 in total staff overtime.
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In FY 2016, MACI paid $397,890.99 in correctional officer overtime costs, which
was a 40.4 percent decrease from their 2015 correctional officer overtime costs.139li

Inmate Property Loss Reimbursement


In CY 2016, MACI paid $817.30 in property loss payouts which was a 104.6
percent increase from the $399.43 paid in CY 2015.140lii

Infrastructure


The following capital improvement requests were submitted for FY 2016:
o
o
o
o
o



Emergency Power Upgrade141
Plumbing chase ways in Zone B housing units
Zone A sally port renovation
Fuel tanks142
Installation of day fences throughout Zone A

$970,000
$600,000
$360,000
$150,000
$70,000
$2,150,000

MACI is considering the following capital improvements requests for FY 20172022:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Zone A housing units: shower/plumbing renovations
Replace air handler’s through-out institution
Replace kitchen prep area ceilings in both kitchens
Metal ridge vents on all units
Altitude value pit
Freezer/cooler replacements
Asphalt replacement, walk ways, and perimeters/parking lots
Upgrade Zone A & B entries
Zone A perimeter/compound lighting renovation
Replace 50 exterior doors throughout each compound
Replace emergency egress fixtures in all areas
Replace 50 exterior doors throughout each compound
Electrical systems thermal imaging
Door replacements: OPI, receiving, and food services areas
Restructure all existing inmate laundry dryer vents

B. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
CIIC’s evaluation of environmental sustainability includes a document review of the utility
bills and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost saving initiatives, both
139

In FY 2015, MACI paid $515,780.99 in correctional officer overtime.
In CY 2016, MACI had 16 granted property settlements compared to eight granted settlements in 2015.
141 MACI installed additional generators allowing W-Building emergency power.
142 Remove underground fuel tanks and replace with new ones above ground.
140
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those required by policy and those independently developed by staff. CIIC rates
environmental sustainability as GOOD.
Utility Conservation143





Overall, MACI significantly reduced their total utility costs by $8,850.88 (0.6
percent) in FY 2016. The most significant decrease was regarding their natural gas
costs which decreased by 35.6 percent. Although MACI decreased their overall
utility costs, they significantly increased their electrical costs by 15.8 percent and
increased their water costs by 7.5 percent.liii
MACI increased the use of two utilities. Water usage was the largest increase with
5.3 percent followed by electrical usage with a 4.8 percent increase. Conversely,
the natural gas usage had a significant decrease of 16.9 percent.liv
The FY 2015-16 utility consumption and costs comparisons are illustrated in the
following chart:
Energy
Type

FY
2015

FY
2016

Percentage of
Change

Water
(gal)

101,387,160 gal

106,784,160 gal

5.3%

$593,508.46

$637,752.68

7.5%

Natural Gas
(ccf)

79,188 ccf

65,823 ccf

-16.9%

$363,652.05

$234,120.23

-35.6%

Electric
(kwh)

8,088,108.88 kwh

8,477,012.44 kwh

4.8%

$485,245.02

$561,681.74

15.8%

Total Costs

$1,442,405.53

$1,433,554.65

-0.6%

Recycling


In FY 2016, MACI recycling projects resulted in $9,051.95 of revenue which was
a 31.8 percent increase from the $6,869.62 of revenue in CY 2015.lv

Sustainability Audit


143

MACI conducted a sustainability audit which outlined additional energy
conservation and waste reduction initiatives from FY 2016.144lvi

The DRC established a goal for each institution to reduce its annual utility costs by five percent. Natural
gas, water and electricity are the primary utilities targeted for reduction of use.
144 The sustainability audit found the following:
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Sustainability Cost Avoidance


The following cost savings provided MACI are based on initiatives that were
implemented during FY 2016:
o Reduced waste removal costs

$12,040.48

Sustainability Programs




In CY 2016, 29 of 32 (90.6 percent) inmates that participated in the MACI Roots of
Success program successfully completed the program. On the day of the
inspection, there were 39 inmates enrolled in program. The MACI sustainability
programs are illustrated below:
Program
Name

Graduates

Participants

Graduation
Rate

Roots of Success

29

32

90.7%

In addition to the Roots of Success program, MACI also has 39 re-claimers that
earn $19 to $24 per month depending on their job classification.145
C. STAFF MANAGEMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of staff management includes a data review and staff interviews
regarding overtime management, turnover ratio, morale, training, and evaluations. CIIC
rates staff management as ACCEPTABLE.
Staff Demographics


As of March 2017, MACI had 531 total staff including 354 correctional officers (66.7
percent). Of the total staff, 73.4 percent were male and 26.6 percent were female.
Additionally, 82.1 percent were classified as white, 16.0 were classified as black,
and 1.9 were classified as individuals of another race.146 The following chart
compares the MACI staff breakdown to the DRC total staff breakdown as of
January 2017:

Inmates that are a job classification of a “7” earn $24 per month.
According to their staff demographics, MACI has a lower percentage of black female staff in comparison
to the DRC total staff percentage. CIIC recommended that MACI consider reaching out to Central State
University and Wilberforce University, the state’s Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU’s).
145
146
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Chart 5
Staff Breakdown Comparison
As of March 2017
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0



White
Male

White
Female

Black
Male

Black
Female

Other
Male

Other
Female

MACI

61.0

21.1

10.9

5.1

1.5

0.4

DRC

57.4

22.2

9.6

8.5

1.8

0.5

Also as of March 2017, the MACI inmate-to-officer ratio was 6.5-to-1 which is a
less than the DRC average of 6.9- to- 1.lvii

Workplace Environment
CIIC interviewed 15 correctional officers who provided the following insight regarding the
MACI workplace environment:lviii




Most of the officers believe the institution is well-run because of their ability to work
well together to manage the facility.
Nearly all of the officers interviewed feel supported by their immediate supervisor
and most officers feel supported by their administration in regard to addressing
any issues and concerns at the institution.
Officers were divided regarding morale. Although most of the officers rated morale
as “average,” many of the officers relayed rated morale as “low.” Most of the
officers believe that inmate behavior in Zone A is getting worse and additional
sanctions needs to be implemented.

CIIC received a total of 88 survey responses (24.9 percent) from MACI Correctional
Officers. The survey responses provided mixed results and indicate that officers have
some concerns regarding their work environment.lix
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MACI Correctional Officer Survey Results:147
Positive Response

Negative Response

Required to work excessive overtime
I know what supervisor expects of me
I have the training I need to do my job well
My supervisor is available when needed
Performance ratings are fair and accurate
I trust my coworker to have my back
Supervisor provides good feedback
I have confidence in my supervisor(s)
The people I work with are competent
Adequately informed when I come on shift
Post orders are consistently followed
I frequently think about quitting my job
I am satisfied with my job
Most staff get along well at this facility
Inconsistent requests from multiple supervisors
Supervisors show favoritism
A good opinion of the facility
Employee discipline is consistent here
Overall, this facility runs well
The right people receive promotions here
Staff morale in this facility is good
I feel like officers are appreciated at this facility
This facility's administration is open to my input
I have confidence in this admininistration
The facility runs better now than it did last year

95.4
87.5
85.1
83.9
83.9
79.5
79.1
77.3
65.9
64.8
63.6
62.5
60.9
60.2
54.0
50.6
47.7
43.5
43.2
38.8
30.7
29.5
27.3
25.3
18.8
0%

50%

100%

Regarding the open-ended questions, more officers responded to the question regarding
“one change that you would make” with 77 responses in comparison to the “one positive
aspect” question (67 responses).148lx

147

Results are ranked in order most positive response.
Some of the changes that correctional officers would make include the split range movement in Zone A
housing units, the administrative staff, better communication between staff, tougher sanctions for inmates,
segregation, additional training to officers, and a safer environment for officers in the Zone A housing units.
Some of the changes that correctional officers would make include the split range movement in Zone A
housing units, the administrative staff, better communication between staff, tougher sanctions for inmates,
segregation, additional training to officers, and a safer environment for officers in the Zone A housing units.
148
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CIIC received 25 survey responses from MACI Supervisors which only represents a small
sample size of their supervisors. Overall, the supervisor survey responses were positive.
MACI Supervisor Survey Results:
Postive Response

Negative Response
100.0

My subordinates follow my direction

92.0

I have the training I need to do my job well

84.0

The people I work with are competent
Information is communicated well between staff

76.0

Employee discipline is consistent here

76.0

This facility's administration is open to my input

68.0

I feel appreciated at this facility

68.0

Overall, this facility runs well

64.0

The right people receive promotions at this facility

64.0
56.0

I have confidence in this facility's administration

48.0

Staff morale in this facility is good
I frequently think about changing jobs or leaving

44.0

Favoritism of employees is a problem at this
facility

44.0
0%

50%

Supervisors were given four open-ended survey questions to provide additional feedback
related to their institution and managing their staff.149

149

Some of the positive aspects of MACI were the support from administrative staff, the ability for staff to
work together, and the overall cleanliness of the institution. Some changes that staff would like to see at
the facility include an increase in security on Zone A to make it a safer work environment. Staff also would
like more support from the administrative staff.

100%
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In February 2014, the DRC conducted a cultural assessment of the MACI work
environment. Some of the responses by staff in the cultural assessment were similar to
the officer survey responses and interviews.lxi




Some positive characteristics relayed by staff were a high standard of sanitation,
high level of trust between co-workers, low violence, the institution is well-run,
maintenance staff are responsive to facility needs, physical plant is well
maintained, and support from the business operations.
Some “cultural opportunities” or areas of concern relayed by staff were promotions,
a disconnect between the executive staff and the facility, staff workload, a lack of
coaching regarding employee discipline, flexibility in scheduling, and operational
inconsistencies regarding supervisors and two compounds.

Evaluations


In CY 2016, MACI staff completed all of their 474 performance evaluations.150lxiilxiii
Of the total, 460 (97.0 percent) were completed within the required time period.

Training151


The FY 2016 MACI mandated training completion rates consisted of the
following:lxiv
o
o
o
o

Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Spray:
Defense Tactics:
In-Service Training:
Firearms Training:

100.0 percent152
98.8 percent153
97.6 percent154
97.2 percent155

Turnover Ratio


150

In FY 2016, MACI had a 9.0 percent total staff turnover ratio, which was a decrease
from 2015.156lxv The FY 2016 correctional officer turnover ratio was 9.5 percent.
Most of the staff turnover was due to resignations.

The total number of evaluations includes both probationary and annual.
DRC required 40 hours of in-service training for custody staff (all non-clerical/support designated staff)
and 16 hours in-service training for non-custody (clerical/support staff). According to DRC policy, 39-TRN02 (“In-Service Training”), the prisons are mandated by the CTA to ensure custody staff receives annual
re-certification training on the following topics: firearms, unarmed self-defense, CPR/First Aid, and inservice training. Institutions are only mandated to take CPR every other year. These topics are derived from
Administrative Regulations, Legislative/Judicial Requirements, ACA Standards, DRC policies, and/or other
Department Training Advisory Council recommendations. The goal of each institution is for all required staff
to complete 100 percent of their required training by the end of each fiscal year.
152 All 317 staff successfully completed their required training.
153 416 of 421 staff successfully completed their training.
154 454 of 465 successfully completed their training.
155 345 of 355 staff successfully completed their training.
156 In FY 2015, MACI had a turnover ratio of 9.6 percent.
151
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Vacancies


On the day of the inspection, MACI reported 37 total vacancies which are slightly
less than the number of reported vacancies from the 2015 inspection. 157 Most of
the vacancies were correctional officer positions. 158lxvi

Recruiting and Retention Initiatives


MACI recruiting initiatives includes maintaining an applicant pool in an effort to fill
correctional officer vacancies in a timely manner.
MACI recruiting initiatives also included attending five career fairs around the state
in 2016. MACI staff will attend additional job fairs in 2017.lxvii
MACI retention initiatives include offering shift differential to correctional officers,
nurses, and case managers.159




FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

157



Ensure all fiscal standards are met.



Reduce property loss settlements and costs.



Consider methods to address multiple concerns relayed in the officer survey
results.

During the 2015 inspection, MACI reported 40.3 vacancies.
MACI reported 16 vacant correctional officer positions.
159 The shift differential is dependent upon the hours worked during their shift.
158
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VII.

APPENDIX

A. INMATE SURVEY
A voluntary, confidential and anonymous survey of a representative sample of the
prisoner population was carried out during this inspection on February 28, 2017.
The survey was administered using a systematic sampling method of inmates stratified
by housing unit. A sample of 560 was selected from 2,302, the institutional population.
The sample size was chosen so we would have a five percent margin of error.
At the beginning of the inspection, institutional staff provided a printout of inmates by
housing unit to CIIC staff. CIIC staff selected every fourth inmate on each housing list
printout. CIIC staff attempted to speak to each selected inmate in their respective housing
unit. Staff explained the purpose of the survey, providing each inmate with the survey and
an empty envelope. Inmates were directed not to write their name or number on the
survey or envelope. After completion, inmates were instructed to place the survey in the
envelope and place it in manila envelope provided by CIIC staff on the corrections officer’s
desk. CIIC staff conducted sweeps of each housing unit in the afternoon to pick up the
surveys from the housing unit officers. Additionally, inmates had the opportunity to return
the surveys by mail, at the expense of the inmate.
In the sample, 484 surveys were given out. 52 inmates were not present in their housing
unit during the distribution of surveys, four blank surveys and 367 completed surveys
were returned. The number of completed surveys represents 15.9 percentage of the
population.
The questions are replicated on the following pages. With the number of returned surveys,
we are 95 percent confident that the proportion of the population who agree with the
closed-ended statements, is the number given plus or minus the margin of error of five
percent.
The results from the survey form part of the evidence base for our inspection.
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MACI Inmate Survey Open Ended Responses
What is one positive aspect of this prison?






























Outside yard.
I became less angry.
Rehabilitation for everyone.
Lots of dogs.
Commissary every week; plus a
reentry block.
There’s many programs but they only
give the people in Baniker unit the
privilege to them more than any other
units.
Re-entry block
Open dayroom, able to use kiosk and
phones more.
Free range as level 3’s.
The time we got out of our cell.
Out all day. No lock down.
Bible College.
Close to home.
The size is small.
It offers educational classes for those
seeking to further education.
This prison is close to my home.
Programs such as Cage Your age
and drug programs.
Not violent.
More liberty.
I’m hoping to leave here and go back
to Allen so that I can go back to work
at OPI. I go home in 5 months.
A decent library.
TC
Thinking for a Change helps inmates
make proper adjustments in their
thinking, so not to return to the ways
of life that got them here to start with.
The music program.
It’s close to home.
Location, cleanliness.
Programs.

































That I am not locked in my cell all day
like the past 5 years at SOCF and
LECI.
Easiest prison I’ve ever been in.
It’s not lock down.
Not locked down.
We are allowed out of our cell’s most
of the time.
Close to home.
The size.
Rest.
We keep it clean.
No violence.
Time to get your head right. But, time
in any prison does that…
This institution is clean compared to
others.
Cell privacy.
Cell privacy.
It really do not matter.
Family day, yard day, yard open when
count clear.
Laid back.
Outside space.
It looks like a collage campus.
Space.
Recreation.
Time to think.
It’s clean.
Safer than most.
No gangs. Very soft camp.
Open yard.
We have a big day room.
The drug program is ok, it actually
helps you out.
Personally, it’s the knowledge of no
returning, due to personal mental
health, physical heath.
Laid-back, nonviolent.
It’s clean, especially J-A.
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It is all positive.
The ability to stay out of trouble if you
really wanted to.
Not as much violence as other
institutions.
The weight room is my place of
solace.
More freedom.
Not much stealing or drug use here.
It’s a pretty easy place to do time as
far as the inmates go.
There’s some good things about
being here.
It’s open and we get a lot of time out
of our cell.
Clean and close to leaving.
The Warden tries to help you with
issues, other staff spin you.
Mr. Heard, Deputy Warden, ties, but
his staff go against him a lot.
Closer to home.
Close to home.
It’s small.
There is not much but Mr. Heard.
Close to home and get visits.
Bannaker Unit/Programming. Mr.
Emmons & Mr. Manentee are quality.
Honestly, can’t say there is any.
No stealing in the dorms.
Rec and being out of cell all day.
I like the freedom to walk outside and
sit on benches.
I’m usually treated well by everyone
except [staff name].
It is easy.
Nice yard, benches, space.
It’s pretty peaceful here. There from
what I’ve seen is not a lot of gang
activity here.
It’s not locked down and the officers
are lenient in most situations.
Classification.
Only positive aspect of this prison is
commissary every week.
It’s ran pretty well.
































I’m in the sewing program that I love.
I have a great teacher (Ms. Lassel).
I’m in drafting class. Another great
program with a great teacher (Mr.
Masters).
More time for rec.
Drug and alcohol programs. Our first
shift officer and out case manager.
They work together to help me /us
achieve our goals. They have kept me
out of trouble.
Heard is a good deputy warden who
seems to have the inmates at heart.
Clean, calm.
It’s clean.
It depends. It’s prison.
Closer to my wife and kids.
It’s not 2 tier separation system.
Not many fights.
More freedom.
Clean.
It very clean.
It not that many inmates here.
It’s somewhat clean.
We have good staff, they are being
restricted in what they are allowed to
do.
It’s big.
Being able to have a little more
dayroom.
More privileges.
It’s clean.
Clean, at least the dorm I’m in.
Being able to walk around the yard.
Laid back environment.
I get high every day, but it cost a lot. I
am so glad I don’t pay a lot of tax for
this staff here to suck up.
Inmates are not violent here.
It’s a very clean institution.
This prison is not a lockdown prison.
Gangs, drugs, weapons, some staff
will bring you stuff, just ask.
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Close to home – easy to get
here…cleaner than most prisons I
have been to.
Close to home.
I’ll be going home soon.
Close to home.
Open environment and reduced
appearance of incarceration.
Relative freedom.
Time to reflect.
Freedom of movement most times.
Fairly laid back and calm.
Family day.
There is wide open space in the yard
area, don’t feel trapped in.
Open and calm.
Relatively low violence.
It is close to both my family and my
fiancé.
I honestly cannot name anything
positive.
The general freedom in this level 1
camp.
Institution is rather peaceful and most
inmates passive and/or respectful.
Easy to get into IOP.
Can’t see anything positive here. The
guard’s attitudes are terrible and [staff
name] needs meds. She is the
problem here in MD.
The place is clean, most of the staff is
professional, minimal troubles, fights,
etc.
You can get help if needed.
Family day, yard day, yard open soon
as count clear.
Clean.
Mellow.
Safety.
Overall cleaner than most prisons in
Ohio.
Regular meals.
Family Day, Dad and I event.
It’s safe with little to no problems.





























It’s not too bad to do your time here
just as long as you knew how to do
time.
It more laid back than most. As far as
inmates are concerned.
Clean.
The medical staff nurses and doctor
seem to be concerned about me as a
person not a number. That is a
comfort when you don’t feel well.
The staff are clean and professional.
The co.’s stick together like a gang.
You mess with one, you mess with all
of them.
Nice yard with grass.
Structure and involvement with staff
who desire positive change. Food
here is ok but needs works in different
areas.
Clean.
The trees, family day.
No problems from unit staff/unit-very
clean. Foods not able to be eaten.
Close to home.
It’s pretty laid back, not a lot of
fighting.
It’s a level 1.
Cleaner than most.
Safe, professional staff, older inmates
Inmates aren’t so bad.
That some people can get good days
to get home early.
The inmates are friendly.
It’s close to home.
Laid back.
Clean.
That it is non-violent and calm. The
older inmates the calmer the institute
is.
Relatively safe.
It is clean, non-violent, not a lot of
gang activity, not a lot of physical
violence from inmates, very laid back,
and peaceful and clean. The only 2
positives.
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Being able to get a guitar to play at
rec.
Clean.
The atmosphere amongst the
inmates is peaceful because the
programs that are here and are the
available create hope and make
information easy to obtain.
It is a laid back camp.
It’s a level 1 camp.
Not a lot of violence.
All issues in most prisons are very
minor here.
It’s minimum security potential. I say
potential because even though it
should be run with more incentives for
good behavior and rehabilitative
purposes, the staff here are
investigating
towards
improper
behavior for inmates. They want
trouble, not peace.
This is a calm intuition.
Those of us that have worked our way
down from higher levels to this level
one camp bring perspective to staff
and inmates who feel they have
something to prove and/or must treat
others disrespectfully/unprofessional.
Clean.
Fairly safe.
Visits, phone, TV store.
It is safe at this place.
The warden comes by to visit and
takes questions from inmates
anywhere.
It’s clean.
It is clean.
Yard, Faith dorm, visits, and close to
home.
Quite relaxed.
Ability to get outside.
Small, quiet, level 1.
It’s a level 1.
The food.
Not a lot of violence.





































Most of the dorms are great.
There’s no violence.
Very laid back, not much violence.
It’s laid back.
It does not seem like a prison.
Calm and laid back mostly.
It’s clean.
Clean.
Getting an early release.
It’s close to home.
The only positive thing is inmates do
not bully me or attempt to bully me.
Church.
The time down here fly.
Lots of outdoor time when weather
permits & schedule is kept.
It’s sweet.
Close to home.
Being a level 3 and having open day
room.
Recovery service workers are very
helpful and nice.
It’s open and run like a level 2 prison.
You’re out of cell if you choose to be
when you’re out for the JPAY phone,
etc. Though not for rec times like
outside.
They try to keep it clean better than
most prisons.
Commissary every week.
Out all day.
Where I came from right now! This is
better without the use of force that
was use on me that it wasn’t no need
for it.
To get to see my family a little easier.
Freedom of movement.
That they give us a nice amount of
hours of free time.
I’ll be getting out soon.
Low inmate/CO ratio.
I’m 5 min. from home.
Good cells.
Close to Columbus.
It’s not locked down.
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Time out cells.
Walk outside.
Open dayroom.
I like the fact that everyone gets
along.
Recidivism. It gives me the idea to
never want or have to come back.
Prison is a grand piece of work.







I can chill without no problems.
Close to home. Nothing else.
The doors open.
The doors open at all times.
Recreation and Programs are great.

What is one change you would most like to see here?
























Staff, and some inmates, rules.
A more honest and also helpful
institution Inspector and also
Warden. They are both corrupt and
useless, as is most in administration.
People go home.
Commissary and behavior of CO’s.
Freedom
For people who come down here
from another jail to be taken off
restriction. For the staff to be a little
nicer, not so mean.
More help from outside sources.
Everything.
Phone rules enforced and the
technology used to limit calls per
inmate on. And they have stuff to
limit the calls but Madison hasn’t
used it. Why? Other camps have.
GTL provided cell phones.
Free everyone.
I am not looking to change the
prison. I am looking to change me.
Coaxial Cable connections for
antenna in the cells.
Programs, commissary.
Better Dr’s.
More programs.
More programs.
More programs and more security
level decreases.
More courteous and professional
staff.
Access to proper legal materials.















There are almost no consequences
for rule violations, so people do that
they want with almost no punishment
to deter bad behavior.
Redo the kitchen menu. All classified
jobs receive $24.00 monthly.
Incentives will be given due to Hours
scheduled. Quartermasters change
every 90 days. Rather every year.
Every ICR is considered serious due
the complaint itself. Resolves
matters for both parties involved in
situation.
For the stay here to be a little more
professional and quit trying to be so
tough.
Everything possible. Bring back
smoking.
Smoking allowed. More job training
program.
Recreation fixed up softball field
handball court crack fixed, weight
room equipment fixed.
More items in commissary.
The warden allows staff to violate
policy with no accountability. Racism
by staff.
Cable and more good activities and
programs to help us not re-enter
prison.
Cable.
To have cable TV this whole
institution is an honor camp, why
only one dorm has it?
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More education programs.
Not having to wait so long for
showers and laundry room
machines.
This is a level 1 prison, but its run
like it’s a level 2. More incentives are
needed. Like cable, weight
machines. Vending machines, Wi-Fi,
real re-entry, etc.
Cable TV
Staff attitudes.
Let us go outside in front of the unit
because they have basketball hoops
in the front of the building.
More jobs and recreation.
More security.
Late nights for inmates that are in
Banneker.
I’ve had difficulty getting a job so
maybe more jobs need to be
available.
Book orders from free organizations
all used to inmates like at other
prisons. Proper sand paper for
Popsicle sticks art league. Much fake
wood work, more privileges.
More jobs.
More JPAY machines.
Cable in the cells in the T.U. rooms.
Everyone get treated equal. Our mail
to run right. Our JPAY systems fixed.
And for them to make all disciplinary
actions the same for everyone/equal.
Attitude of staff.
Coaxial cable run to unit. Terrible
antennas sold.
Get rid of all pedophiles.
The possibility of rehabilitation.
Get better food for inmates to eat.
Most staff are unprofessional. No
programs that can help me after my
release.
More old law releases.
More programs for inmates.



























I would like to see them put cable
throughout all the dorms, even in
bed areas. Level 2 and level 3
prisons have it. Why can’t level 1
honor camp have it too?
To see this place run like a level 1
camp and to receive the incentives
of a level 1 camp, cable TV, vending
machine, that other level 1 camps
has, which was okayed by the
director.
Boxes to plug our TV’s into so we
can pick up regular TV stations.
Cable boxes so that we may be able
to watch TV better.
More programs for inmates, good
days.
It really do not matter.
The TV here is a level 1 and out
level 3 we had cable.
Going home help.
I like to have the chow hall to have
more food and better food.
Cable TV.
College education made available.
Prison run like a minimum status
prison.
Cable.
The kite system needs to be
improved. You either get no answer
at all or else you get the run around.
Their famous words, “Oh, I never got
your kite.”
Employees held responsible for their
actions.
All of the CO’s fired!
More programs that give good days.
Cable TV.
Staff.
Me not coming back.
Sell white t-shirts, underwear, socks
on coming in. and lower the prices of
other things to a reasonable price.
Real collage, weights in every dorm,
not in 3 dorms. Remove CO Reed or
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hold accountable for his actions.
Better food/better mail pass out/get
mail stamped weeks ago.
Better pay longer phone time – more
channels on TV. It’s a level 1 camp.
Given a true opportunity to have a
future, from some source. Not just a
paycheck for lazy staff members.
Officers do their job and not try to
intervene into every aspect of my
life. Just count people, make sure no
one kills each other and go home.
Officers, chow hall fired.
More loaner TV’s.
Do not know.
The unprofessionalism of CO’s.
More educational programs and
vocations.
CO not saying that you cannot have
a job in lunch room. CO do the hire.
More profound vocational training
and certification to be significantly reentry useful in follow up for exoffenders.
Cable TV at the bunks.
More things to do.
Better communication and
education.
Bed # 142-144 in ID do not get the
same amount of space the rest of
the prison gets. We have no desk
and the reason for this is they have
an extra bed in this row so we are
being treated less than every other
inmate in MACI.
The cube size not enough room. The
food they run out all the time on the
last dorm.
That the officers and employees are
more professional.
More dayroom time.
To put more education and jobs in
here because we don’t have nothing
to do besides sit around.























More recreation, being involved with
other blocks.
Do their job anytime we ask them to
do something they say that they
don’t have the power to do so it’s
above them. It is crazy.
New admin especially [title], she is
so corrupt.
More programs, sports, need cable,
can’t get help in rooms. That will help
with the younger brother keep
peace.
Officer [staff name] get into trouble
for all the harassment and wrong he
does to all the inmates. He shouldn’t
be able to work here.
Real help for levels to leave with
education, funds, and positive
thoughts process and food.
Less violence.
Not get in trouble for getting high and
[profanity] boys.
Staff being fair.
How staff deals with our issues.
They don’t seem to care about what
goes on with us.
Wider more high range of higher
education/vocational training/not
enough to go around.
Staff crack down on inmate’s thefts
and extortions.
Weight room.
We pay too much money for TV’s
then we are forced to buy boosters
and antennas in order to receiver
reception by sticking them out the
windows. We should be able to plug
into a cable line like all or most
institutions.
Mail and package service improved.
I would like to see rec being mixed
up for dorms.
How the CO’s treat you and not
threaten you.
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CO [staff name] to be gone from his
pedestal he sits upon. [Staff name]
the case manager has no time for
regular inmates if you are not kissing
her butt.
Get rid of Aramark.
The food here it sucks. They run out
or it’s watered down.
CO [staff name] fired. He definitely
does not need to be a CO anywhere.
Period.
Make the reintegration unit just for
reintegration.
Different programs.
Lots of staff are anti-inmate,
unprofessional, feel like it’s their job
to punish.
I was under the impression that unit
staff was here to help the inmate
population to reintegrate back into
society. Here they treat inmates like
crap. They talk down to us and try to
belittle us at every turn. So where’s
the help?
A way for the inmate could have a
smooth bid and not be treated like a
liar, scam artist, etc. Officers want
respect but don’t want to give it.
Most inmates are humble and
mature but get no respect by officers
which causes problems.
Food.
Weights in recreation. Old and need
to be replaced, lack of movies.
I would most like to see people taken
seriously when staff are told about
assaults, a theft of their property for
some reason no property like TVs
get recovered.
More rec.
Maybe the food, after all its prison.
You just have to wait your time. One
thing if you’re in the reintegration
dorm without any tickets for 3 years,
cut us some slack but don’t treat us
like a discipline dorm.






























More rec.
Inmates choosing to change their
lives as opposed to complaining
about our first shift officers, and/or
case management. We need to step
up and be honest with ourselves.
Be able to choose your own cell
mate.
There’s a serious lack of vocational
and higher educational/college
courses. If you come in with a GED
or diploma, there are minimal
avenues to better yourself or make
yourself more marketable.
Nothing.
More blacks in higher position.
Less LPH time for trivial tickets.
Programs.
CO’s be held accountable for being
unprofessional and racist.
Get rid of all or most the gangs.
CO’s be held accountable for being
unprofessional and racism.
LPH
Cable TV staff with better attitudes.
For the officers to start treating the
level 1 inmates as though we are
level one inmates and not level 3
inmates.
Stop the CO’s from bringing in drugs.
Run it like a level 1 prison.
Staff helping you more better with
problem with staff members.
Cube walls returned.
Programming from day 1, not just the
last 6-12 months.
Cable TV, better food.
Less gang activity.
Need more programs.
Fire the staff that don’t care and hire
people that take their job seriously
and want to help people – most here
now don’t seem to care. Just here for
a paycheck.
More black officers.
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More trades and career tech
schooling. Also, yearly principals.
This is a minicamp that is run like a
max camp. There are too many long
timers that have done their time and
are forced here. The short timers are
screwed for programs. No case
manager.
Informal complaint process needs
fixed. There is nothing stopping the
cops from crossing the line and
when they do there is no
consequences.
The attitudes of staff here towards
inmates.
The gang bangers.
No gangs, no drugs, more phones,
and move the Jpay phones getting
fixed. Been broke 6 months. Stop
catering to gangs.
More/better food.
No consistency. Lack of help. They
never answer kites. The gangs run
the prison. This place is so
backwards. The prison’s CI’s are
corrupt. The unit manager’s do
nothing neither foes the inspector.
The prison has a huge drug and
gang problem. No programs.
Unit staff who will help us inmates.
Mail on time.
More programs for inmates as
myself that has a lot of time to do.
Mail on time.
Respect on both sides: officers and
inmates.
The attitude of some staff members
that minimum security inmates are
equivalent to close security inmates.
Programs related to your specific
crime should be available regardless
or risk assessment.
An old man dorm.
Good ole boy system that the staff
use against inmates all the time.






















Adequate ventilation in housing units
including wall fans for summer time.
Just as us inmates are held
accountable for our actions and
disciplined, so should staff.
Officer’s accountability.
The CO’s
Higher education opportunities,
college, vanity of vocational.
Food and phones with VOC training
for short timers.
More programs and educational
opportunities.
I would like to see the gate pay
increased. One of the reasons the
recidivism rate is so high is because
we are not being given enough for a
good start. If we have to be locked
up an entire year to receive $75 gate
pay, why not $75 for every year of
incarceration?
I cannot name one out of all the
things I’d like to see. The way staff
talk to us, disrespect. This is a level
1 prison. We are treated like level 3.
It is too small for all of these people,
it’s too crowded, let some people go.
Yard being opened when count
clears instead of waiting for your
dorm to be called to chow (all of the
yard) not just recreation.
Take the level 2 inmates out – to
high level crimes and criminal
mentality.
Loosen it on dress code after 4:00
count and/ok on weekends for going
to chow hall.
Exercise equipment in dorm. Like
other dorms, peddle bikes for
overweight people.
Change in guards and education
guards. Better more work outside
fence and re-evaluate violent crimes.
Stop passing the buck. Problem, any
problem, solve it.
The way staff talk to inmates.
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Some monitoring on the staff who
does not perform their jobs. Same
monitoring of the success or the
programs offered. Focusing on the
Hispanic community needs.
Outside rec stay open till it’s
supposed to.
Food
Upgrade this place and put cable TV.
Why does the dorm have it when
we’re all level 1?
Hot water for laundry.
End targeting and harassment of
visitors. Stop destroying mail for no
reason. I haven’t received mail for no
reason. I haven’t received mail from
my wife the last 4 times she has sent
it. Medical services definitely.
The attitude of the Admin is “no”.
Better mail and package delivery.
More visiting hours or more seating.
Better library services.it is small, not
enough books.
Institution needs cable like other
level 3, 2 prison have. Not just in 1
unit.
Educational training. i.e. degree
programs.
Since it’s a level 1, cable at the beds!
Helping guys reenter back into the
free world with some kind of training
so they can help themselves.
Could be more education program
and early program here so we can
better oneself a little more.
I would like for the administration
and staff to be more helpful toward
helping inmate towards changes.
Because it’s many here that want to
become better citizens and men.
Food and no staff relations.
Cable TV because we are level 1.
The sanitation and health and safety
of food services. The rodent control
is not controlled. Food dumped daily























due to rodent fecal matter that is
seen, what they miss.
Everything.
More options and ideas for
handicapped people.
For the staff to stop playing with mail
in the mail room and telling us to tell
our mom we will get our stuff when
they feel like getting it to us. “Stop
asking or you won’t get it.”
Mailroom operations. Mail just sits
there while staff sits with their feet on
the desk. Lost mail in and out; too
many inmates in each dorm.
Respect.
Food seems to be undercooked
when it comes to main course, fish,
chicken patty, hamburgers, the more
popular item are undercooked so
men will not try to eat twice.
Respect form staff.
The food.
Better food and something to do for
rec.
Cable TV at the bunk like most other
level 1 institutions.
Clothing items on commissary,
boxers, t-shirts, thermals, etc.
The warden/staff be more thought
considerate of us, despite we’re
convicted felons, and we’re human
beings.
Staff treating inmates like human
beings. They run a level 1 like we
are level 3.
Programs, vocational jobs, training,
tan pants for people with more than
6 years.
Correctional officers treat us like
level 1’s instead of 3’s and 4’s.
That everyone can have a chance to
go home early. Special F4 and F5.
What does it matter what I say.
Nothing will change here. This is
supposed to be a level 1 honor camp
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and we’re treated like level 3. The
recreational [staff] is a joke and
never does job. It’s hard to get
transferred to another camp close to
home. They don’t play new release
movies like they should.
More vocational
training/opportunities.
The mail – we have a hard time
receiving our mail. Almost every day
only a few pieces of mail come to the
dorm. The mailroom needs to
improve getting our mail to us.
OPI getting respirator masks
because breathing in the spray glue
is toxic.
Better food.
The guards training involve
sensitivity training towards mutual
respect.
The CO’s stay away from our units.
Don’t know.
Reduce number of inmates, too
crowded for facility size.
Professionalism of staff, very
disrespectful, also, not a lot of
educational programs that can be
used to sustain someone upon
release. No job placement
skills/apprenticeship/HVAC, barber
training. Nothing those here for
inmates to utilize.
Quality of food available and better
substitutes for vegetarians.
Where is the vending machines and
the cable that we were told we are
getting?
Cable available in bed area.
The food that we receive on week to
week basis is exactly the same as
the week before. There should be
more variety than the same menu
over and over.
More programs and college classes
and educational programs.





















Inmates running the camp like we
use to do back I the days.
Fundamental fairness for all inmates
and less bias decisions by
institutional inspectors.
Take these surveys into heavy
consideration.
I would like reentry focused living.
Things that bring you closer to the
door and keep you out of here.
Conjugal visits (not kidding),
individual punishment instead of
everyone paying for one person’s
bad choice. Give us a reason to do
good, incentivize incarceration with
focus on rehab.
Officers should be more respectful.
More men receiving paroles from the
parole board which consider our
actions and records in prison instead
of using the “nature of the crime” to
lead people further into despair. Give
some of us the chance to prove
ourselves.
Upper echelon stop letting lower staff
complain and get their way. Make
decisions, stick to them and fine
those that don’t want to comply.
Overall attitude of the CO’s.
More vocational programming,
HVAC, etc.
The way that the staff talk to you.
And their attitude that they have.
Inmate treated with respect. We are
not cattle.
Being able to have bed money if we
have a good report.
Cable, better meals, movies. London
has 4 movie channels but we have
one and they don’t even put them on
when they are supposed to. The
food have suck. I would prefer dog
food.
The food.
Poor rec on movie channel. Does not
get currant movies or change often.
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Sets up movies wrong 1/3 of the
time.
More inmate groups w/ less
restrictions.
Food quality and consistency. Keep
to the menu – too many changes.
Same food day after day…until it
runs out.
Let the Dr do what’s needed to save
my life.
All of them!
Visitation.
Mail room needs lots of help. I’ve
had mail 60 days late. My
newspaper is often 3-7 days late.
Get rid of unions. Clean house of
non-workers bottom to top.
More mature CO’s.
Cable TV.
To have less noise in the dayroom
and bay area.
Give at least $17 in state pay.
More educational programs.
No comment.
For it be better in here.
Cable at the beds.
Allowed to use the bathroom during
visitation. (#2)
Cable TV and equal/more spacing in
the bed area.
More classes and activities.
College courses so we are prepared
to re-enter the rest of the world.
Commissary
For the staff to be more professional.
Changes can’t happen until workers
change their attitude.
Privacy – toilet curtains, partitions
between beds, fire hazards fixed,
cabinets for all inmates.
Programs
Privacy toilet curtains, cabinets for all
inmates. Partitions between the
beds, fire hazards fixed.
Better food and more programing.

























Food. Programs.
The list is very long. But I’ll name a
few: chow hall running out of food,
religious services stink, library no
longer has TV/VCR to watch
movies…the list goes on and on.
Staff being more professional with
inmates and staff helping inmates to
get help when an inmate gets out.
More programs.
Mail room to do their job.
I will like to see the staff show some
respect and also everything a person
do should get you locked down.
I have a broken bone and medical
has been ignoring me for about 6
weeks.
More schooling for people with
diplomas, college, vocational
training, etc. It’s nothing here to help
you get legit money upon release.
Disrespectful staff, CO’s and unit
staff.
OPI jobs and vocational school and
college options.
Open the handball courts.
Unit manager [staff name] get fired.
He is rude and unprofessional. He
does not do his job right and he
should not be unit manager.
A 40 and over non STG block.
Programs.
More phones and Jpay kiosks.
Cable so you get movie channels
and other channels like sports, etc.
to be able to order boxer briefs,
shirts, etc. on commissary and more
rec outside you have lights for a
reason let us have night rec and
work out equipment weights.
I would like for everybody to get
along.
Unit moves and bed moves.
How things are investigated, fights,
theft, library use, and informals.
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I would like to see the
communication between unit staff
and inmates improved.
Programming.
Get CO and this block that or really
train not no bullshit training. That can
really deal with us mental health.
Professionalism.
Do something about all the gangs
here.
The yard to open more, and the food
get better, and more respect from
the staff.
Pull up bars in the day room please.
The way staff acts to inmates as if
we’re not human being because our
offense.
These buildings demolished along
with all other Ohio prisons.
More harsh penalties to gang activity
and abuse.
Getting out.
Clothes boxes for SAU unit
More jobs and more programs.
Staff being more respectful and more
bed moves.
The food from Aramark.
Pool tables.
Cell moves easier to obtain.
Pull up, dip bar, inside day room.



















The phone system.
Case and unit manager who will tend
to inmate’s needs.
Rec.
Everybody goes to rec together.
I want to see the programming
bettered.
Smoking areas throughout the
prison.
Education and more jobs.
Easy activities in prison, more food,
a vehicle for visitors who are great
distances away.
Smoking
Commissary.
Staff to do their jobs and do the
programs they are supposed to do.
I know it’s a level 3, but can we get
more recreation and thank you have
a nice day.
Tobacco to be allowed and
sergeants to be respectful.
Rec with different blocks.
Rec with every block.
More programming for long term
offenders.
I would love to see the change in the
food service or allowing us to have
our TV’s in LPH.
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B. OFFICER SURVEY
A survey was handed to every first shift officer seen by CIIC staff, as well as every officer
who reported to second shift roll call. Surveys were also given to third shift staff by the
shift supervisor.
CIIC received back 88 completed surveys, or 25.5 percent of the total officer population.
The following pages provide the raw data and the open-ended responses.
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MACI Staff Survey Open-Ended Responses
What is one positive aspect of this facility?





























Zone B.
Very good response times for inmate
fights, phone alarms, and mandowns.
The pay/benefits.
Day’s off.
None.
We somehow don’t have more major
incidents.
Teamwork is common at MACI.
I know what to expect.
That we work as a team on the shift.
It is clean.
Clean.
Staff gets along great and everyone
has each other’s back.
Co-workers stick together (the CO’s).
Good days.
I get paid.
Positive reinforcement from
supervisors.
Most of the CO’s here are pretty
good at what they do.
The pay and insurance. Pay should
still be more for what we do and put
up with.
None
Retirement!
That the way things are going that
administration is going to get
someone seriously hurt or killed.
That all staff work as a team.
It is close to home.
Great teamwork.
Some co-workers are team players.
Some co-workers.
I like Zone B and the way it’s ran, but
Zone A is a joke on how we have no
control over inmates anymore.
Clean































It protects communities by housing
dangerous people.
Podium pick in place. Somewhat
clean.
Security
The people I work with.
The brotherhood of officers.
Close to home.
Response time.
Officer/immediate supervisor at the
security level on first shift is the best
it has been in a long time.
Sergeant Hill.
I work here.
That is has a 2B inmate population.
Some of the inmates are still
respectful.
That I am retiring!!
Job security.
A lot of good people trying to make it
work.
Zone B
Zone B is clean.
Cleanliness.
The white shirt staff are great to talk
to and always have positive advice.
We have a good response time to
incidents and plenty of staff
responding.
Well-maintained.
Clean
Most of the staff works well together.
No escapes have occurred since I
started.
The potential.
Good people.
Some old security policies are still
enforced.
Paycheck
Teamwork
My paycheck.
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Pays my bills.
Good environment of safety of staff.
I have a job that pays most of my
bills.
Paycheck!!!
More staff get along.







None
Pay
Some good people work here.
Retirement.
It is clean.

What is one change that you would make?






















Split range.
Split ranges.
Split range dayroom- safety
purposes.
Warden
Administrative staff.
New administrative staff.
Administration and supervisors.
Administration shakeup, someway of
boosting morale.
Split range dayroom on Zone A.
More training on subjects such as
IPC, manipulation, and social
engineering.
The way things get done and people
get the TWL spots.
There is little to no concern for staff
safety.
Bring back former administrative
staff.
Nothing.
Better communication between
management and staff.
Administration listens to the front line
workers and manage based on how
we feel about this facility runs.
Supervisor/Administration.
New administration.
Verbal strategies training for all staff.
Re-instate people who have been
gone less than a year.
Treat these Level 3 inmates the
same as we did Level 2 inmates
three years ago. Staff are in danger
because of the changes. New
























Warden!! Split range dayroom would
make it safer for staff.
Administrative staff.
Upper management.
Split range and better
communication being more
consistent.
Have more inmates work.
Communication to security and more
security-less administration in
security process. It is prison not
school.
Consistency in inmate disciplinary.
The discipline of inmates needs to
be harsher.
New administration. Drug problems!
PREA
We need discipline back and
segregation. Inmates need to be
accountable for their actions.
Segregation needs to come back.
Make inmates responsible for their
actions. We cater too much.
More controlled movement on Zone
A.
New administrative staff.
Bring segregation back.
AA
Promote more African-Americans in
the workplace.
Split range recreation for Zone A.
Warden and some other top level
administration. Need more security
minded for Zone A.
The Warden.
Warden
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Stronger administration.
Segregation would go back to being
segregation! The leniency is causing
inmate empowerment. Dangerous
empowerment!!
The administrative staff.
Administration
Administration
Get rid of the Level 3 inmates.
Do not house rule 23 and cell
isolation together. Split range
recreation.
Have range recreation on Zone A.
Don’t know.
Everybody would get at least one
weekend off a month.
A new administration that has more
experience dealing with Level 3
inmates.
The way promotions and interviews
are conducted.
Split range on Zone A.
The way Level 3 prisons are run. It is
unsafe for the officers at this moment
due to all the Level 3’s being out at
the same time.
Split recreation on Zone A and split
range on Zone A.
Changes to AB regular schedule.
Split range!
Access to control cell lights,
telephones, and microwaves.
Place a net around the fence.
Administration.




















SALI is very dangerous. No one is
running or in charge of this unit.
Inmates are assertive and
unmanageable.
New white shirts in the Captain’s
office and the major.
Get rid of Administration.
Administration.
Administration.
Can’t ask supervisors for help.
Supervisors curse and are
demeaning towards staff.
Administrators don’t listen, nor care
about officers. Officers are not
appreciated. Most officers do not get
along. New officers are mass hired
and are not thoroughly checked. And
are fired for drugs and sex with
inmates leaving us short-handed.
Officers are not treated well. Inmates
are treated better than officers.
Consistent training of staff on all the
inmate security levels.
For administration and central office
to actually understand our job.
New administration ASAP.
The fact that inmates have no
discipline or repercussions for their
actions.
Staff morale.
Administration.
More clear outs.
Split dayroom on Zone A split.
Bigger in Zone A for faster chow.
Split range.
Split range for Level Threes.
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C. SUPERVISOR SURVEY
Strongly
Agree

–

Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Respondents

Overall, this facility runs
well.

24.00%
6

28.00%
7

12.00%
3

24.00%
6

12.00%
3

0.00%
0

25

I have the training I need
to do my job well.

32.00%
8

44.00%
11

16.00%
4

4.00%
1

4.00%
1

0.00%
0

25

Necessary information is
communicated well
between staff.

4.00%
1

32.00%
8

40.00%
10

12.00%
3

12.00%
3

0.00%
0

25

Staff morale in this facility
is good.

0.00%
0

24.00%
6

24.00%
6

8.00%
2

20.00%
5

24.00%
6

25

I feel appreciated at this
facility.

4.00%
1

40.00%
10

24.00%
6

8.00%
2

12.00%
3

12.00%
3

25

I frequently think about
changing jobs or leaving
employment at this
facility.

16.00%
4

16.00%
4

24.00%
6

4.00%
1

28.00%
7

12.00%
3

25

The people I work with are
competent.

16.00%
4

56.00%
14

12.00%
3

12.00%
3

4.00%
1

0.00%
0

25

My subordinates follow
my direction.

16.67%
4

70.83%
17

12.50%
3

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

24

Favoritism of employees
is a problem at this
facility.

4.00%
1

16.00%
4

36.00%
9

8.00%
2

32.00%
8

4.00%
1

25

The right people receive
promotions at this facility.

0.00%
0

20.00%
5

44.00%
11

16.00%
4

16.00%
4

4.00%
1

25

Employee discipline is
consistent here.

8.00%
2

40.00%
10

28.00%
7

8.00%
2

8.00%
2

8.00%
2

25

This facility's
administration is open to
my input.

8.00%
2

40.00%
10

20.00%
5

8.00%
2

16.00%
4

8.00%
2

25

I have confidence in this
facility's administration.

12.00%
3

40.00%
10

4.00%
1

24.00%
6

12.00%
3

8.00%
2

25

What is one positive aspect of this facility?





I feel supported by management.
Good security staff.
The line people are great.
Committed staff on all levels
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The manner in which people come together, (despite all differences), when times
call for it.
Team work
At the end of the day, we are here for each other.
Not sure
Most supervisors have morals and integrity. Most administration does not.
Majority of staff are driven to do their best and offer help when needed.
The way staff pull together when there are any issues.
Most of staff work well together for a common goal.
Cleanliness and well run.
Close to home
Certain leaders move us forward in a positive directions
The Deputy Warden of Operations
Overall Maci has been a good place for my career.
We have a strong staff of security
It's Clean
Most of the staff care about each other and want to see the facility succeed.
Cleanliness
The competence of general staff.
Despite any adversities or significant incidents, the staff work well together under
pressure and when it counts.
No city taxes

What is one change that you would most like to see at this facility?


















Activities that build further staff morale.
Nothing specific to Madison only.
Warden
More security staff assigned to Level 3 Zone A
More consequences for destructive inmates.
Administrative staff talking smack about each other.
Tighter security.
The Level 3 split range
Complete administration change.
Warden's office to close earlier - instead of 5:00 pm. Forward phones to control
center.
I would most like to see is more incentives for staff who perform at a higher level.
Not enable the union with so much control over operations.
All employees on one compound
The communication to improve from shift to shift as well as departments.
More security minded on the Zone A side.
Need a strong executive staff and the disciplinary process for inmates needs to
be enforced and stronger penalties.
Leadership
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The Ohio Plan.
For the administration to trust me to do the job that I have been hired to do.
Better control of the Level 3 offenders and able to discipline Level 1 and 3
offenders.
Develop program/treatment space on Zone B, (i.e. add a building or double-wide
with classroom space).
Discipline and accountability of offender negative behavior.
Stop changing what we do.

What additional resources do you need to better manage your staff?


















More staff for high caseloads.
Staffing, replace positions that have been vacant.
I have resources available at this time.
An additional staff member would go a long way in building morale within the
department, which would assist in managing the negativity.
Better, meaningful, and genuine support from upper management.
More moral from everyone.
Total operational changes of the Zone A compound.
More supervision.
Incentives of some kind to staff that do a good job.
Manpower
More LPH space for offenders.
My staff is good, I have the resources I need to manage them.
Nothing
Clear direction from the department. Changes are coming too quickly to
effectively gain buy in from staff.
More time, less additional duties.
More staff to inmate ratios.
More staff.

Additional comments (anything that you want to add)










Thank you.
Assignments given to exempt and managerial staff should coincide with their
professional positions.
Central Office should stay out of promotions.
This is the most dangerous level 3 compound in the nation. The population will
tell you how fearful they are. The administration needs to listen to the staff and
make the operational changes needed to secure a safer environment. A change
at the top is imperative.
I enjoy working at MaCI!
I believe when people are promoted they need to be trained to do their job.
Morale amongst the staff is the worst I've ever seen it.
This inspection felt better this time, you did not come in as an advisory.
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D. INSTITUTIONAL CHECKLISTS
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